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The history of the saxophone and its development as a performance medium in 

Japan is short when compared with other European countries and the United States. In 

this short history, the saxophone performance level in Japan has increased 

dramatically. At the same time, compositions for the saxophone by Japanese 

composers have gained more popularity in the world as can be seen in the program of 

the World Saxophone Congress and the North American Saxophone Alliance 

conference. 

The saxophone history in Japan, including contributions of Arata Sakaguchi 

(1910-1997), Ryo Noda (b.1948), and Nobuya Sugawa (b.1961), is discussed in order 

to understand the increase of performances of pieces for saxophone by Japanese 

composers. The success of many original compositions, especially those that 

incorporate the synthesis of Eastern and Western music, is another significant element 

examined in this document. 

Yoshimatsu approaches music for classical saxophone as a new genre. He 

seeks all possible sounds that the saxophone can create – beautiful tone to “noise like” 

– in his compositions. The blending of other musical styles in one piece is one of 

Yoshimatsu’s compositional styles, which can be observed in Fuzzy Bird Sonata; 

however, he does not limit himself to a single style. This unique style with some 

technical challenges attracts saxophonists and audiences. 



An analysis of Fuzzy Bird Sonata is provided in order to have a better 

understanding of the piece and to address performance practice issues. Also various 

interpretations are examined by comparing available recordings of Sugawa, Nicolas 

Prost, and Rob Buckland. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Significance and Background 

In recent years, saxophone literature from Japanese composers has gained 

more popularity. Works for saxophone by Japanese composers are often performed by 

internationally renowned saxophonists and students at recitals, competitions, and 

conferences. For instance, pieces by Ichiro Matsushita and Yoshihisa Taira have been 

selected for the second round of the second Jean-Marie Londeix Competition in 20081; 

furthermore, the Fuzzy Bird Sonata (1991) by Takashi Yoshimatsu has been one of the 

semifinal repertoire optional selections for both the fourth (2006) and the fifth Adolphe 

Sax Competition in Dinant, Belgium (2010).2 Also, the performers in this competition 

often choose pieces by Ryo Noda for unaccompanied performance. These pieces are 

often included in recommended or required repertoire lists by several university 

professors.3 In fact, among Japanese composers, compositions by Noda and 

Yoshimatsu have experienced the most frequent performances by saxophonists in 

recent years. 

There are several reasons for the increase of performances of pieces for 

saxophone by Japanese composers. These reasons include the contributions of both 

Japanese saxophonists and educators, the development of the overall performance 

level of the saxophone in Japan, and the success of many original compositions, 

                                            
1 Jean-Marie Londeix Competition, http://www.music.mahidol.ac.th/jml/index.html (accessed October 

18, 2009). 
2 Adolphe Sax Competition, http://dinant.be (accessed October 18, 2009). 
3 Studio websites: Indiana University, Northwestern University, California State University, Northern 

Arizona University 
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especially those that incorporate the synthesis of Eastern and Western music. Most 

notably, the contributions by Arata Sakaguchi (1910-1997), Ryo Noda (b.1948), and 

Nobuya Sugawa (b.1961) have positively effected classical saxophone performance in 

Japan. In these years, Japanese saxophonists have actively participated in international 

conferences and competitions where they have often been finalists.4 Furthermore, many 

Japanese saxophone students study abroad in Europe and the United States. 

Obviously, saxophonists with the opportunity to study in different countries gain more 

chances to perform. Students who study abroad often perform music by composers 

from their homeland. Composers are more willing to write pieces for saxophonists who 

they respect and who perform often. Through collaboration with these saxophonists, 

many significant compositions from Japanese composers, includeing pieces by Noda 

and Yoshimatsu, have been written. All of these reasons need to be discussed in order 

to understand the significance of the compositions for saxophone by Japanese 

composers. 

Since many of Ryo Noda’s compositions have already achieved a respected 

position in the standard repertoire of concert saxophonists, information about his pieces 

can readily be found. On the other hand, the Fuzzy Bird Sonata by Takashi Yoshimatsu 

is one of the many newer pieces gaining popularity in recent years. Unlike Noda’s 

compositions, resources on the Fuzzy Bird Sonata are quite limited. More detailed 

scholarship regarding the Fuzzy Bird Sonata is necessary for an appropriate and 

informed interpretation of the piece. For important background analysis, thorough 

understanding of the development of saxophone pedagogy, performance, and 

                                            
4 Finalists in major competitions include Hiroshi Hara, 1st prize at the 3rd Dinant competition in 2002; 

Masataka Hirano, 1st prize at the Jean-Marie Londeix Competition in 1996 
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composition in Japan is integral to fully understand the significance of Yoshimatsu’s 

Fuzzy Bird Sonata. 

In this study, the influence of Japanese composers on the saxophone repertoire 

and the significance of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata is examined from both historical and 

compositional views. 

 

Purpose  

The research in this study is intended to serve as a guide for an enlightened 

interpretation of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata but it is also intended as an introduction to the 

history of the saxophone in Japan. Since the development of the compositions for 

saxophone by Japanese composers is related to the development of the saxophone 

history in Japan, it is important to know this history. Although there are several pieces 

by Japanese composers performed often, as already mentioned above, the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata is unique in its compositional style and performance. A clear understanding of 

the genesis and structure of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata will, hopefully, allow for a more 

appropriate interpretation of the piece – one that is quickly becoming a standard work in 

the saxophone repertoire.  

 

Method 

This study focused on three aspects – the history of saxophone in Japan, the 

compositional style of Japanese composers, and the significance of the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata. The historical portion emphasizes the contribution of three significant Japanese 

saxophonists: Arata Sakaguchi, Ryo Noda, and Nobuya Sugawa. The information found 
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in this portion has been collected by communicating directly with Sugawa as well as 

with other saxophonists who know him, Sakaguchi, and Noda. Since it is impossible to 

communicate with Sakaguchi, information regarding him has been collected through 

communications with his students. The Fuzzy Bird Sonata is be examined for its 

compositional structures in order to elicit musical inspiration for the performer.  The 

analysis is intended to address both structural and performance practice issues.   
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CHAPTER 2 

SAXOPHONE HISTORY IN JAPAN 
 
 

The Beginning of the Classical Saxophone 

The history of Western wind instrumental music in Japan can be traced to the 

time when the Japanese government reopened its ports to foreigners in 1854. Many 

countries sent their ambassadors with their armies and the accompanying bands to 

Japan for business. The Japanese government felt the need to adopt the Western style 

military, including the Western style military band. The earlier bands in Japan did not 

have many instruments; in fact, these bands only consisted of drums, a few brass 

instruments, and a kind of flute.5 

The first Western style band training took place under the bandmaster of the 

English military band, John William Fenton (1828-1883) in Yokohama in 1869. The 

saxophone was not included in the band at this time. In 1871, when the Japanese 

government built departments for the navy and the army, the original Western style 

military band was assigned to the navy, and a new band was formed for the army.  

While the navy band kept the English style, the army band adopted the French style and 

hired Gustave Charles Desire Dagron (1845–1898), who was one of the second French 

Military Mission to Japan, to teach brass instruments. The instrumentation at this time is 

not clear; however, the Japanese army band possibly included a saxophone as the 

French band already standardized the incorporation of the saxophone in their band 

instrumentation. Also, it is stated in the Japanese music history book, Ongaku 50 

                                            
5 The detailed instrumentation is not provided in resources, but probably the fife was used in the 

band. 
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nenshi, that when the Italian colonel Angelo6 visited the Japanese emperor in 1874, 

Hidekazu Ozasa, who was the bandmaster of the army band, studied both clarinet and 

saxophone lessons with him.7 In the history of the wind band, the Italian military band 

did not include the saxophone until 1901.8 Colonel Angelo might be from a different 

country, or he might have played the saxophone. Nonetheless, this statement supports 

the existence of the saxophone in Japan at this time.  

The use of the saxophone as a solo instrument in Japan probably began around 

1887.  During this period, the way of life in Japan became more westernized. The 

affluent people often had opportunities to socialize with foreigners. In order to have 

better communication, these affluent people needed to learn how to dance and learn 

Western music. This led to an appreciation of Western music including music for 

orchestra and piano resulting in many concerts. Most pieces on these programs were 

for violin, orchestra or piano; however, a piece for saxophone was found in one concert 

program. In the 12th Dainippon Ongakukai (Japan Music concert) held in December 

1883, the Solo sur la Tyrolienne (1861) by Léon Chic (1819-1916) was performed by a 

saxophonist from the army band (the performer’s name is not provided in the program).9 

In the time between the First Sino-Japanese War (1894 – 95) and the Russo-

Japanese War (1904), commerce and industry flourished in Japan. Many companies 

started advertising their products more actively. By this time, a civic band was formed 

which performed not only at hotels or dance parties but also for advertisement. 

                                            
6 His full name is not provided. Because the name is written in Japanese as アンジェール, the 

spelling is probably not accurate. According to Horuchi, he was the bandmaster of an Italian military band 
and conducted a band of hundreds of people from European countries.   

7 Keizo Horiuchi, Ongaku 50 nenshi (Music 50 Years History)(Tokyo: Masu Shobo,1942), 19. 
8 Lawrence W. Chidester, International Wind-Band Instrumentation (Texas: Southern Music 

Company, 1946), 12. 
9 Horiuchi, 187. 
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Companies hired this civic band to perform and march down the streets for 

advertisements. Those bands, called Jinta, included many musicians who retired from 

the army. The musicians in this band also performed jazz; how ever, jazz did not attract 

people at this time. The instrumentation of the Jinta consisted of two clarinets, one 

cornet, one baritone, one trombone or bass saxohorn, and drums. Often a flute and 

saxophone were added.  

After World War II, American culture had significant impact on the people of 

Japan. American jazz was suddenly the trend in Japan. Many Japanese musicians were 

influenced by jazz musicians not only from the United States, but also from other 

countries such as the Philippines. The saxophone was played in both jazz and military 

bands, and people had more opportunities to hear this instrument; still yet, the 

saxophone in classical music was not familiar to Japanese people until the appearance 

of Arata Sakaguchi.  

       

The Contributions of Arata Sakaguchi 

Arata Sakaguchi (1910-1997) was originally trained as a cellist; however, the 

inspirational performances of jazz saxophonists Adam Kobachi and Yellow Mariano 

motivated him to learn the saxophone. It was approximately 1935 when he started 

studying the saxophone. Later, Sakaguchi had an opportunity to hear the French 

saxophone virtuoso and pioneer, Marcel Mule (1901-2001). He was so impressed by 

Mule’s sound and technique that he considered studying with Mule. Since traveling to 

France was impractical, Sakaguchi “studied” with this virtuoso through the exchange of 

letters; obviously, this proved to be a difficult task and led to a self-taught approach. 
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Although there were neither enough saxophone methods nor experienced teachers in 

Japan, Sakaguchi’s musical training as a cellist helped him to learn saxophone music.  

Even though Sakaguchi did not receive professional instruction on the saxophone, his 

performances received high acclaim by other musicians in Japan.10   

The level of saxophone performance in Japan has dramatically increased in the 

past two to three decades. This development of classical saxophone education and 

performance in Japan is incomplete without acknowledging the contributions of 

Sakaguchi. Because of Sakaguchi’s activities as a performer and as an educator, the 

classical saxophone was elevated to a position of prominence in Japan. As a performer, 

Sakaguchi premiered most of the standard saxophone concerti with well-known 

orchestras, such as the Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, in Japan. He was also invited to 

the second World Saxophone Congress in Chicago in 1970. While there, he performed 

Two Pieces for Solo Alto Saxophone by Hideo Kobayashi. His many performances 

created more opportunities for the Japanese people to hear classical saxophone, 

thereby making the instrument more popular.11 

As an educator, Sakaguchi became the first professor of saxophone at the Tokyo 

University of the Arts in 1951.12 He also taught at the Musashino Academia Musicae 

and the Osaka College of Music and trained many young saxophonists who would later 

become prominent virtuosi. Most of the well-known saxophonists in Japan today, such 

as Ryo Noda, Yuichi Omuro, and Nubuya Sugawa, all studied with either Sakaguchi or 

his students. In addition to providing an educational foundation for students, Sakaguchi 

                                            
10 “Sakaguchi sensei wo shinonnde,” Saxophonist 12 (1998): 4. 
11 Katsuki Tochio, email exchange from June 16, 2009 between Chiaki Hanafusa and Tochio. 
12 Harry Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music, 1844-1985: An Annotated Bibliography 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 251. 
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invited French and American virtuosi to Japan in order to provide advanced training in 

the form of masterclasses. His activities were not limited to teaching at universities. He 

published method books and arranged music for both solo and quartet in order to 

supply pedagogical materials for his students. He also created composition 

competitions to entice Japanese composers to write original music for the saxophone. 

In 1979, he founded the Japan Saxophonist Association in order to improve saxophone 

education and performance level in the country. It is because of these various 

contributions that Sakaguchi was recognized as one of the five important pioneers of 

the saxophone world at the sixth World Saxophone Congress in Chicago in 1979.13 The 

other saxophonists who were honored at this conference were Vincent Abato, Joseph 

Allard, Kenneth Douse, and Alfred Gallodoro. In fact, this sixth congress was dedicated 

to these five pioneers as well as to honor the presence of three other important 

pioneers, Cecil Leeson, Marcel Mule, and Laurence Teal.14 Also, the Congress featured 

a series called “A Talk with…” And, Sakaguchi was one of the important guests who 

spoke in this series. The other guests who participated in this series include Mule, Teal, 

Allard, and Leeson.15 The ninth World Saxophone Congress was held in Japan in 1988. 

It happened because of Sakaguchi’s great efforts. 

 

The Current State of Saxophone in Japan – Nobuya Sugawa 

Nobuya Sugawa studied with Yuichi Omuro, who was a student of Sakaguchi. 

Sugawa has made the classical saxophone more widely known and subsequently 

                                            
13 “Sakaguchi sensei wo shinonde”, 4. 
14 Thomas Liley, email exchange on February 19, 2010 between Chiaki Hanafusa and Liley. 
15 Thomas Liley, A Brief History of the World Saxophone Congress 1969-2000 (Fulton, New York: 

North American Saxophone Alliance, 2003), 18. 
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raised the standard of saxophone performance in Japan and the world. Like Arata 

Sakaguchi, Sugawa has created an even stronger connection to the international 

community of saxophonists and has sent many younger Japanese saxophonists to 

other countries to study and/or perform. Although Sugawa did not study abroad, his 

talent is known worldwide. Because of his considerable abilities as a saxophonist and 

musician, Sugawa has often been invited for performances and/or masterclasses all 

over the world.16 His technique and musical expression are considered by many 

saxophonists to be of the highest level. Additionally, Japanese composers and 

audiences are attracted to his tone quality and artistry. Many Japanese composers have 

enthusiastically written pieces for Sugawa. In fact, more than fifty pieces were 

commissioned by Sugawa, including the Saxophone Concerto (1988) by Yasuhide Ito, 

Lamento (1997) by Akira Nishimura, Jazz Etude (1997) by Toshiyuki Honda and Naomi 

Honda, and the Quatuor de Saxophones (2002) by Jun Nagao.17 

Many Japanese people still did not know the classical saxophone when Sugawa 

debuted as a soloist in 1984. His activities were not limited to solo performances; he 

also formed the Trouvère Saxophone Quartet and became a member of the Tokyo 

Kosei Wind Orchestra. It was his first recording entitled Once Upon a Time (1989) that 

made the classical saxophone more widely known to Japanese people. He had a 

difficult time completing this recording because most of the recording companies 

refused to produce a classical saxophone compact disc at the beginning; however, once 

the CD was released, many middle and high school band students bought the CD. One 

                                            
16 Sugawa was one of the featured soloists for the evening concert at the 13th World Saxophone 

Congress in Minneapolis, MN in 2003; Yamaha Corporation, European Master Class Tour November 
2009, http://procustom.yamaha.com/pdf/SugawaTourInformation.pdf (accessed: March 13, 2010); 
Nobuya Sugawa Fan Club, Nobuya Sugawa, http://www.sugawasax.com (accessed October 18, 2009). 

17 Yudai Majima, Sugawa Nobuya (Tokyo: Sekirei, 2005), 60-61. 
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of the reasons for the success of the CD is that he includes the pieces, which are easier 

to listen for people who are not familiar with the classical saxophone. Those pieces 

includes transcriptions of the famous classical music pieces, such as Ombra mi fu by 

George Frideric Handel and Le Cygne by Camille Saint=Saëns. The success of the first 

recording led to a second recording, Fuzzy Bird (1991), which featured the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata by Yoshimatsu. Later, this piece gave Sugawa an international reputation.18   

Sugawa’s activities as a saxophonist in Japan have increased in the past several 

years. He often performs not only at concerts, but also TV programs. After one of his 

recordings was used for a TV commercial for Japan Tobacco Inc (1998) and for the 

NHK drama Sakura (2002), people instantly became familiar with the classical 

saxophone.19 

 

 

 

                                            
18 Ibid, 13-16. 
19 Ibid, 55 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPOSITIONAL STYLE IN MUSIC FOR SAXOPHONE BY JAPANESE 
COMPOSERS 

 

 
Recognition of Japanese Composers in the World 

 Compared with two or even three decades ago, compositions for saxophone by 

Japanese composers have dramatically increased in number. According to A 

Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 by Jean-Marie 

Londeix, the pieces written by Japanese composers in the 1950s and the 1960s total 

about 9 (counting only the pieces with the year of composition) in each decade. In the 

1970s and the 1980s, the number of compositions is four times greater than the 

previous decades. The repertoire has grown dramatically each decade.20 About 40 

works by Japanese composers written in the 1970s are listed and 12 of them are by 

Noda. This is also true for the 1980s. Even though one-fourth to one-third of the 

compositions in 1970s and 1980s are by Ryo Noda, the number shows a dramatic 

increase of Japanese composers’ interest in the saxophone. In later years, many more 

composers, in addition to Noda, wrote pieces for saxophone. In the 1990s, 55 pieces by 

Japanese composers are listed. Within this list, only one piece by Noda can be found. 

Noda composed less; still, the number of pieces by Japanese composers has increased 

even more. The first decade of 2000 is not included in the Londeix book. Yet, it can be 

assumed that more pieces for saxophone by Japanese composers were composed. As 

of the 2003 edition, there are more than 200 saxophone pieces by Japanese composers 

                                            
20 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry 

Hill: Roncorp Inc., 2003).  
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listed in the Londeix book; however, there are even more pieces by Japanese 

composers that are not listed in the book. 

The increase of the recognition of pieces for saxophone by Japanese composers 

around the world can be seen in recent program booklets from the World Saxophone 

Congress and the North American Saxophone Alliance Biennial Conference. There are 

157 performances of compositions by Japanese composers listed in the combined 

program booklets from 1970 to 2010 (see Appendix A). This list demonstrates two 

interesting facts about the rise in recognition of pieces by Japanese composers. First, 

more performances by non-Japanese saxophonists can be seen following the ninth 

World Saxophone Congress in 1988 in Japan as well as an even greater increase of 

performances after the release of the recording, The Japanese Saxophone by Claude 

Delangle in 1998.21 Before those events, Japanese pieces were performed mostly by 

Japanese saxophonists. In contrast, after 1996, more than half of the performers in the 

aforementioned list are from different countries. Many pieces by Japanese composers 

were introduced at the World Saxophone Congress in Japan. International saxophonists 

who attended the congress were probably influenced by the performances of those 

pieces. Moreover, the programs following the release of Delangle’s compact disc 

include more pieces from the CD.  

The second fact regarding the increase in recognition of pieces by Japanese 

composers is the frequency of performances of pieces by other composers than Noda 

at these events. In the earlier World Saxophone congresses and North American 

Saxophone Alliance conferences, nearly half of the selections composed by Japanese 

composers found in these programs are Noda’s compositions; furthermore, most of 
                                            

21 Claude Delangle, The Japanese Saxophone, BIS, CD-890, 1998. 
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those pieces are performed by Noda himself. On the other hand, following the congress 

in Japan, repertoire performed at these congresses and conferences contains more 

pieces by other Japanese composers; yet, the pieces by Noda are still performed with 

great frequency. To illustrate this point, Mysterious Morning II (1996-2000) and III 

(1996) by Fuminori Tanada (b.1961), Night Bird (1996) by Karen Tanaka (b.1961), 

Fuzzy Bird Sonata by Yoshimatsu, and Divertimento (1968) by Akira Yuyama (b.1932) 

were performed at least four times; more significantly, those pieces were performed by 

non-Japanese saxophonists (see the pieces highlighted in Appendix A). As the 

programs clearly demonstrate, saxophone pieces by Japanese composers have gained 

an international recognition.  

These facts are also supported by the compositional style of each piece. Now, 

Japanese composers have a better understanding of the saxophone compared with ten 

to twenty years ago. The composers have incorporated generally accepted performance 

techniques into their compositions. Additionally, some composers adopt traditional 

Japanese music in order to make their compositions unique. The music by Noda serves 

to illustrate this synthesized compositional style.  

 

Ryo Noda 

Sakaguchi’s student, Ryo Noda (b. 1948), is one of the most significant 

Japanese saxophonists and composers of original music for the instrument. Noda’s 

compositions are the most performed works among all of the Japanese composers who 

have written for the saxophone. He received an international music education; in 

addition to his studies in Japan with Arata Sakaguchi, Noda also studied in France with 
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Jean-Marie Londeix (saxophone) and Michael Fuste-Lambezat (composition), and in 

the United States with Fredrick Hemke (saxophone) and William Karlins (composition).22  

Noda’s compositions, such as the three Improvisations (1974 - 75) and Maï 

(1975), are heavily influenced by traditional Japanese music, especially music for the 

shakuhachi.23 Such cultural influences allow Noda’s compositions to be highly 

distinguishable from other compositions in the standard saxophone repertoire. It was an 

artistic innovation to discover similar technical capabilities between the saxophone and 

the shakuhachi, such as the potential use of an irregular and very wide vibrato, timbre 

manipulations, and the production of the “breath” tone. Noda artistically applied these 

new performing techniques into his composition. Although the pioneers of this synthesis 

of compositional styles had already established a firm foundation, Noda, without a 

doubt, has been the most instrumental composer in synthesizing the Eastern and 

Western style of compositional styles in the saxophone repertoire.  

By performing his own compositions on the international stage, Noda 

successfully spread his Eastern-influenced compositions for the saxophone to many 

countries. It is because of these performances that other internationally renowned 

saxophonists, such as Jean-Marie Londeix,24 Joseph Wytko,25 and Arno Bornkamp,26 

now include Noda’s pieces on their recordings and recital programs. Noda’s 

contributions as a composer and saxophonist have helped other Japanese composers 

to achieve international recognition as well.  

                                            
22 Andy Wen, “Performing Ryo Noda’s Improvisation I: History and Traditions of the Shakuhachi and 

Japanese Music,” Saxophone Symposium 23 (1998): 64. 
23 Shakuhachi is a Japanese end-blown bamboo flute. 
24 Jean-Marie Londeix, Oeuvres pour Saxophone et Piano, EMI C-065-12805, 1973.  
25 Joseph Wytko, Recital Music for Saxophone, Brewster Records BR1259, 2010.  
26 Arno Bornkamp, Reed my Mind, Bvhaast, BVHA 9304, 1990.   
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Eastern and Western Music Synthesis  

The influence of the jazz style is common in many saxophone pieces; but the 

most important compositional characteristic in saxophone music by Japanese 

composers is the influence of Eastern musical styles. Because music education in the 

much of world focuses on Western music, Eastern music sounds unique and exotic. 

The synthesis of Western and Eastern musical styles within one composition has the 

effect of expanding the tonal and technical possibilities for saxophone composition. One 

reason for the popularity of Eastern-influenced pieces found in the saxophone repertoire 

can be seen in the overall history of compositional development in Japan.  

In the early 1900s, the influence of Western art music became a prominent focus 

for Japanese composers. During the pre-World War II period (beginning in the mid-

1930s), Japanese composers who were trained in the European tradition, such as 

Kiyoshi Nobutoki (1887-1965) and Kosaku Yamada (1886-1966), attempted to introduce 

Western music and compositional practices to Japan. Some composers, such as Michio 

Miyagi, adopted Western harmonies to the music written for the Sankyoku, a Japanese 

traditional instrument ensemble. Western and Eastern compositional styles differ in their 

notations, harmonies and aesthetics. Eastern composers experienced difficulties while 

trying to incorporate both musical styles into a single composition.27  

The difficulties of synthesizing Eastern and Western music were overcome 

during the post-World War II period (1945 -1970) by inventing a new notational system. 

First, some composers incorporated traditional Japanese musical elements within 

Western instrumental ensembles. For instance, Toshiro Mayuzumi (1929–1997) wrote 

                                            
27 Robin J. Heifetz, “East-West Synthesis in Japanese Composition: 1950 – 1970,” The Journal of 

Musicology 3 (Fall 1984): 443. 
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the Nirvana Symphony (1958) based upon the sound of large Buddhist temple bells; 

however, he did so without the use of Japanese folk and traditional instruments. 

Second, other composers, such as Toru Takemitsu (1930–1996), used the Japanese 

instruments biwa,28 koto,29 and shakuhachi within a typical European-style orchestral 

setting. Likely the most famous piece to use these instruments, November Steps (1967) 

by Takemitsu, includes the biwa and the shakuhachi as integral parts within a Western 

orchestra. Such works encouraged the next generation of Japanese composers to write 

in a new style – one that synthesizes Eastern and Western elements.  

                                            
28 The biwa is a Japanese short-necked lute, distinguished by its graceful, pear-shaped body. It has a 

shallow, rounded back and silk strings attached to slender lateral pegs. The instrument is played with a 
large wedge-shaped plectrum called a bachi. 

29 The Koto is a Japanese musical instrument. It is a 13-string board zither with movable bridges. 
Although it was derived from continental Asian models, it has developed structural characteristics that 
make it specifically Japanese. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TAKASHI YOSHIMATSU AND THE FUZZY BIRD SONATA 
 
 

Takashi Yoshimatsu and His Compositional Style 

The composer of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata (1991), Takashi Yoshimatsu (b.1953) is 

another significant Japanese composer to write for the saxophone. His compositions 

include symphonies, concertos, and many orchestral pieces. Other works include many 

stage works, an entire series of chamber music related to birds, piano and guitar works, 

and some other compositions for Japanese traditional instruments. His saxophone 

pieces, other than Fuzzy Bird Sonata, include Cyber Bird Concerto (1994), Dream-

Colored Mobile (1994) and Soprano Saxophone Concerto “Albireo Mode” (2004 -05).  

Unlike most composers, Yoshimatsu is a self-taught composer. When he was 14 

years old, Yoshimatsu had a chance to study orchestral scores and listened to 

symphonies by Ludwig van Beethoven and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. Those 

opportunities motivated him to compose symphonies. After entering high school, he 

began to study composition by himself. Although he studied the music of Beethoven, 

the symphonies by Tchaikovsky and Jean Sibelius influenced him the most.  

Yoshimatsu started his college education at the Keio University in 1972; however, his 

major was technology. Although he studied composition with Teizo Matsumura for a 

short while, he primarily taught himself to compose. Yoshimatsu participated in many 

competitions in the early 1970s, yet he did not earn any prize. In 1974, he quit school 

before graduating. Until his debut with the performance of Threnody to Toki for string 

orchestra and piano in 1981, Yoshimatsu participated in competitions and wrote pieces 

for radio shows. After his debut, he was acknowledged as one of the “up and coming” 
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composers and more of his pieces were performed. In 1998, Chandos, a recording 

company in England, had an opportunity to listen Yoshimatsu’s Cyber Bird Concerto 

and decided to offer a contract to Yoshimatsu. As a result, Yoshimatsu is a composer-

in-residence with Chandos. As well as composing, he also writes music reviews and 

essays, and some books, such as Classical Music is Mystery, The Diagnosis of Great 

Classic Composers and Easy Lecture of Classical Music.  

Yoshimatsu is self-described as an “anti-atonal music composer.” Most of his 

compositions feature a free, neo-romantic style with strong influences from jazz, rock, 

and traditional Japanese music. When one examines the musical style of Yoshimatsu, 

there are some important issues to study in order to understand his compositional 

philosophy.   

 

Important Issues Needed to Interpret Yoshimatsu’s Music 

The Influence of Jean Sibelius 

An ardent admirer of Jean Sibelius, Yoshimatsu studied the symphonies nos. 4 -

7 and Tapiola in great detail. Sibelius is the primary composer for whom Yoshimatsu 

holds deep respect and admiration. As already mentioned, Yoshimatsu is a self-taught 

composer. The scores of these Sibelius symphonies were the main resource for his 

study of composition. As a composer of “anti-atonal music,” Yoshimatsu seeks beauty in 

music in the same manner accomplished by Sibelius in his symphonies.30 Such 

influence can be heard in Yoshimatsu’s orchestral pieces like While an Angel Falls into 

a Daze and The Age of Birds. Andrew Achenbach’s article in Gramophone, “Coming to 

                                            
30 Yoshimatsu, “Biography,” T. Yoshimatsu Symphony Studio http://homepage3.nifty.com/t-

yoshimatsu (accessed September 9, 2009). 
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Manchester…from Japan” about Yoshimatsu, mentions that “ . . . listening delicately to 

the serene progress of While an Angel Falls into a Daze, a single phrase suddenly 

reminds me of Sibelius and the Sixth Symphony in particular.”31 Although the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata is not an orchestral piece, the influence of Sibelius’ symphonic style can be 

heard in the harmonic and melodic structures. For instance, there is a greater use of 

modality than tonality, and frequent reliance upon sustained notes.   

 

The Influence of Progressive Rock 

Progressive rock32 has had a tremendous influence on Yoshimatsu. When he 

decided to become a composer, progressive rock had a huge influence on music in 

Japan. Also, Yoshimatsu himself was a member of an amateur band and performed a 

repertoire from progressive rock. Progressive rock and Yoshimatsu’s compositional 

approach share the same basic concept, which is the unification of all genres as 

“music.” More specifically, Paul Stump defines this as “ . . . composition and 

construction were deemed an equally valid means of ‘expression’ as spontaneous 

creativity; cultural/social relevance was sought through cross-pollination from other 

music such as folk, classical and jazz.”33 Yoshimatsu’s idea of synthesizing various 

musical elements in one piece clearly came from the aesthetic of progressive rock.  

 

                                            
31 Andrew Archenback, “Coming to Manchester…from Japan,” Gramophone 76 (November 1998): 

23. 
32 Artists in this genre include Pink Floyd and Genesis in the 1960s and Electric Light Orchestra in the 

1970s. 
33 Paul Stump, The Music’s All That Matters: A History of Progressive Rock (London: Quartet Books, 

1997), 9. 
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The Influence of Birds 

Birds are the living source for Yoshimatsu’s inspiration. Their movement, singing 

and visual presentation fascinate him. Yoshimatsu acknowledges birds in particular as 

having the greatest influence on his pieces. According to Yoshimatsu, a bird is the 

greatest “melody maker.” He further declares that the motion of a bird’s wings and the 

movement of a bird on the ground create the rhythm, and its very life style becomes the 

musical mode of expression.34 Many of his compositions have “Bird” in the titles, like the 

Fuzzy Bird Sonata. Moreover, he wrote a series of chamber pieces based on a bird 

called the Tori (translated as bird) series. For instance, Digital Bird Suite for flute and 

piano is inspired by an image of a robot bird. Both the Fuzzy Bird Sonata and the Cyber 

Bird Concerto were composed as part of this series. All of the influences on his 

compositional approach discussed thus far distinctly differentiate his pieces from those 

by other Japanese composers.  

 

Background and Significance of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata 

The Fuzzy Bird Sonata by Takashi Yoshimatsu is one of the important pieces for 

saxophone and piano by Japanese composers. This piece was written at the request of 

Nobuya Sugawa. Prior to commissioning this piece, Sugawa invited Yoshimatsu to his 

home and performed his compositions for other instruments, which the composer 

arranged for saxophone for this occasion. Sugawa also performed standards from the 

repertoire such as the Prélude, Cadence et Finale by Alfrèd Desenclos, the Concertino 

da Camera by Jacques Ibert, and the Sonata by Edison Denisov in order to create an 

                                            
34 Yoshimatsu, “Biography,” T. Yoshimatsu Symphony Studio. 
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aural image of the saxophone.35 Around the time of the commission, there was a plan 

for Sugawa to record a second solo recording. As a result, the Fuzzy Bird Sonata was 

written and Sugawa recorded it on his compact disc entitled Fuzzy Bird Sonata in 

1991.36 Yoshimatsu’s unique compositional style, combined with Sugawa’s exceptional 

technique, has brought the Fuzzy Bird Sonata much international recognition. In 

Sugawa’s biographical book, Nobuya Sugawa, he stated the following about the piece: 

クラシックでもない、ジャズでもなくどっちつかずだったクラシカル・サクソフ

ォーンの一つの道をこの曲が示したと思います。そして徐々に外国にも知れ渡っ

て広がっていったんです。「ファジーバード」との出会いが世界への切符を手に

入れたと言っても差し支えありません。ある日外国で”Mr.ファジーバード”と

知らない人から呼ばれたこともありました。 
 
(This piece showed one road to the classical saxophone, which is neither classic 
nor jazz music. The Fuzzy Bird Sonata was gradually accepted by saxophonists 
in other countries. It is not overstatement that the Fuzzy Bird Sonata gave me a 
ticket to the world. One day in a foreign country, I was called ‘Mr. Fuzzy Bird’ by 
a stranger.)37  

 
The other well-known Japanese composers for the saxophone, Noda, Tanada, 

and Tanaka, all studied in France and their pieces were written for French saxophonists 

or other artists who studied in France. For instance, Night Bird by Tanaka and 

Mysterious Morning III by Tanada were written for the French saxophone virtuoso, 

Claude Delangle. Because France is one of the most active countries for the classical 

saxophone performance, those pieces have had more chances to be heard by 

saxophonists. On the other hand, neither Yoshimatsu nor Sugawa ever studied in 

countries other than Japan. Sugawa was still not well known to the world when Fuzzy 

Bird Sonata was composed. Furthermore, not many saxophonists knew Yoshimatsu. 

                                            
35 Nobuya Sugawa, email exchange from April 10, 2009 between Chiaki Hanafusa and Sugawa. 
36 Nobuya Sugawa, Fuzzy Bird, Apollon APCE-5199, 1991. Compact Disc. 
37 Majima, 40. Translation is provided by Chiaki Hanafusa. 
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Given all of these conditions, there would not be much opportunity for the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata to be known to saxophonists from other countries. In fact, it was Sugawa’s 

performance of the piece at the tenth World Saxophone Congress in Italy in 1992 that 

helped to create his reputation and the Fuzzy Bird Sonata to be known. This 

performance created a great impression to saxophonists.38 

The compositional style of the music by Yoshimatsu is quite different from that of 

the other Japanese composers, like Noda, who wrote pieces for saxophone; yet, both 

their compositional outputs have been influenced by Japanese folk music. Noda’s 

approach clearly imitates traditional Japanese music while melding it with contemporary 

musical styles. On the other hand, Yoshimatsu’s approach to composition blends 

various musical elements, including Japanese folk music elements, into one piece. For 

Yoshimatsu, each musical element is subtle, well mixed, and balanced in his 

compositions. Understanding each musical element as it relates to this piece is one of 

the most important processes to keep the interpretation of the piece “balanced.” 

 “Fuzzy Bird,” in the title of the piece, refers to a bird flying freely among classical, 

jazz, and folk music.39 As Yoshimatsu implies in the title, all of the elements in the piece 

have to be vague, ergo, “fuzzy.” Yoshimatsu does not simply mix different styles, but 

rather integrates them to create a unique style. Yoshimatsu describes the saxophone as 

a bat. Just as a bat does not belong to either the bird species or the mammal species, 

the saxophone does not belong to either classical music or jazz. Also according to 

Yoshimatsu, it sounds like jazz when a classical piece is played by the saxophone; yet, 

it sounds like classical music when a classical saxophonist plays jazz. As described by 

                                            
38 Masumi Sato, “Nobuya Sugawa,” Saxophone Journal 29 (March/April 2005): 34.  
39 Yoshimatu, “Kyokumoku Kaisetsu: Chamber music,” T. Yoshimatsu Symphony Studio. 
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the composer, the ambiguous character of the saxophone has the flexibility to play a 

beautiful tone in classical music, create a “blow tone” in jazz, and perform portamento or 

“noise tone” as in folk music.40 Yoshimatsu was not much interested in the saxophone 

before he wrote the Fuzzy Bird Sonata; however, it was the unique character of the 

saxophone that inspired him to write this “fuzzy” piece. Jazz, rock, and classical musical 

elements are melded into one composition with the Fuzzy Bird Sonata, and these 

elements help to characterize each movement. The first movement, “Run, Bird,” 

demonstrates a strong jazz influence. The second movement, “Sing, Bird,” contains 

more folk music materials. The last movement, “Fly, Bird,” combines all of these 

materials. Through analysis of melodic motives in each movement, characteristics of the 

bird can be elucidated.  

When a composer writes music with a certain performer in mind, the composer 

tends to use compositional materials that highlight the performer’s strengths. The use of 

high tones and glissandi are evidence of the influence of Sugawa’s performance on the 

composition of Fuzzy Bird Sonata. Considering Sugawa’s virtuosic performance 

technique and skill, Yoshimatsu undoubtedly had expectations with regard to how the 

piece should be executed. Discovering and revealing his expectations will hopefully lead 

all performers to an appropriate performance of the piece.    

                                            
40 Yoshimatsu, “Interview,” T. Yoshimatsu Symphony Studio. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF THE FUZZY BIRD SONATA 
 
 
 The Fuzzy Bird Sonata consists of three movements in order of fast–slow–fast.  

As it is already mentioned in the previous chapter, each movement is characterized by a 

synthesized compositional style with descriptive movement titles. The outer movements 

are energetic and active as implied by their titles, “Run” and “Fly.” The formal structure 

for each of these movements is a rondo form. The first movement has frequent meter 

changes, but the pulse is continuously present and rhythmic. On the other hand, the last 

movement is fluid. The slow movement “Sing, Bird” is quiet but also expressive and is 

through-composed. Each movement has characteristic sections or elements of which a 

performer needs to be aware. In this chapter, each movement is analyzed for large-

scale formal structures as well as smaller motivic construction. Finally, the recordings of 

Nobuya Sugawa, Rob Buckland, and Nicolas Prost serve as resources for determining 

potential differences in performers’ interpretations.41  

    

Movement I: Run, Bird 

The formal structure of the first movement is written in an arch form, A-A’-B-C-D-

B-A’’. Each section is distinguished mostly by the changing character of the piano part. 

There are also elements of a rondo form within the smaller sections (see Table 1).  

 

 

                                            
41 Nobuya Sugawa, Fuzzy Bird, Apollon APCE-5199, 1991. Compact Disc; Rob Buckland, Towards 

The Light, Quartz Music QT2020, 2005. Compact Disc; Nicolas Prost, Caprice…, Nicolas Prost NP001, 
2002. Compact Disc. 
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Table 1. The form of the first movement.  
S

ec
tio

n
s 

A 
(m.1~) 

A’ 
(m.20~) 

B 
(m.52~) 

C 
(m.71~) 

D 
(m.82~) 

B’ 
(m.96~) 

A’’ 
(m.109~) 

M
ot

iv
e a, b,  

quasi 
cadenza 

a1, a2, b, 
a3 

c, a4 d, a5 a, e a4-inversion, 
c 

b, a’ 

P
ia

no
 

Unison 
with 
saxophone 
with 
sustain 
notes in LH  

Walking 
bass and 
comp 

Syncopation 7th chord 
pulse 

Percussive Syncopation Unison 

 

The thematic material a can be found in all of the large sections, and it is the 

main character of the movement (Example 1). The thematic material a is modified, and 

motives within the theme are often expanded in various ways creating the effect of 

unifying all of the sections while also providing a sense of theme and variations; 

however, by inserting contrasting materials in the C and D sections, the movement 

creates an arch form. The character of the A and B sections are rhythmic and fast. In 

contrast, the C section is slow and lyrical; and, the D section contains completely 

different melodic materials from the other sections. The outer sections are nearly 

symmetrical. When the A and B sections are restated, the order of the thematic 

materials is reversed, building a complete arch form (see Table 1). 

 

Example 1.  Thematic material a. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 
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The first A section (from measures 1 to 19) states the theme with quasi 

cadenzas. This section begins with the thematic material a in unison between the 

saxophone and the right hand of the piano while the left hand of the piano provides 

support of the melody (Example 1a). This main theme creates an image of a bird 

running on the ground rather than flying in the sky. Yoshimatsu accomplishes this by 

using the 16th note passage with irregular articulations and rhythm. The 8th notes, tied 

notes, and silence create occasional pauses, which are intended to help capture the 

image of a running bird. The frequent use of unison intervals enforces the expression of 

the bird’s energetic movements. 

 

Example 1a.  The opening of the 1st movement. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The thematic material a is followed by thematic material b with a quasi cadenza. 

While the thematic material a has a flowing yet undulating line, the thematic material b 

is characterized by both horizontal and descending lines (Example 2). This thematic 

material b, as well as the following cadenza, is altered with the motive from thematic 

material a (Example 2). By contrasting these musical materials, the composer portrays 
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the various movements of the bird in the music. Also, this passage is intended to sound 

as if a bird is warming up for a longer run, which eventually arrives in the next section.  

 

Example 2. Thematic material b from mm. 7-9 and the altered motive from thematic 
material a at m.10.42 
 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The quasi cadenzas are inserted after theme b is stated. These cadenzas consist 

of the pitches from theme a, yet, they create a different character than either the theme 

a or b. The music found in these cadenzas portrays a different image of the bird as 

compared with the other thematic material found within the A section. The theme is 

quiet and there is a lack of rhythmic pulse. It is the hope of the composer that this 

sounds like a bird suddenly stops running. The following sounds of glissandi and trills 

create the image of a bird stretching his wings (Example 3).  

 

 

 

 

                                            
42 Boxes are editorial in all examples and not by Yoshimatsu. 

Alternated thematic material a 
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Example 3. Quasi cadenza at mm. 18. 

 
 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

While the majority of glissandi in this cadenza section are notated with a single 

line, one is notated differently. This occurs in measure 16 (Example 4). The score 

indicates that this harmonique/glissando should be built by performing overtones; also, 

Yoshimatsu requires the performer to use alternate fingerings with the goal of creating 

high and strange sounds.43 Yoshimatsu does not clarify or define these “strange” 

sounds; yet, they should be high in tessitura and unidentifiable, imitating the voice of a 

bird.  

 

Example 4. Harmonique/ glissando in m. 16. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The A’ section (mm. 20 to 51), which is the longest section in this movement, 

begins in a different style and with a new tempo marking, Allegro. The thematic 

                                            
43 Takashi Yoshimatsu, email exchange from September 4, 2009 between Chiaki Hanafusa and 

Yoshimatsu. 
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materials a and b are used in this section, but they are modified and expanded as a 

variation of the first A section, especially, the thematic material a is modified in several 

ways (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2.  Structure of A’ section.  

 a’ a’’ b a’’’ 

mm. 20 - 31 32 - 37 38 - 47 48 - 51 

Variation Theme a from A 
section is 
expanded 

Part of thematic 
material a is 
used and 
modified  

The same 
horizontal motive 
but more notes 
instead of trills 

Same as a’’ but the 
motive is repeated 
instead of 
expanded 

Piano 
LH  

Ostinato Ostinato  Ostinato  Quarter 
notes+syncopeation  

RH Comp Unison Unison+Harmony Unison 
 

 

The influence of jazz can be heard mostly in the rhythmic style of the piano part 

of this Allegro section. The left hand keeps time like a “walking bass” line while the right 

hand “comps” during the saxophone solo. The pitches of the melodic motives rise in 

tessitura, and their rhythms are modified to mimic an improvised solo (Example 5). With 

the contrasting stable ostinato in the left hand of the piano, Yoshimatsu captures the 

freedom of a bird effectively in the solo part. The use of ostinato in the left hand of the 

piano is one of the characteristic elements in this piece. 
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Example 5. Thematic material a and jazz style in the piano mm. 20-22. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The music found in the B section consists of the thematic material a and c. The 

style of the accompaniment changes from the walking bass-like ostinato to a 

syncopated line of repeated pitches resulting in the creation of a different atmosphere. 

Just like the thematic material a and b, the thematic material c consists of 16th notes, 

but Yoshimatsu is attempting to develop a melodic conversation between the piano and 

the saxophone (Example 6). The saxophone part consists of 16th notes with the 

dynamic marked piano. The piano part is sparse but the dynamic is forte. These 

differences in materials and dynamics are intended to create interesting conversation 

between the two voices.  
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Example 6. Thematic material c in the B section from m. 53. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The musical materials found in the B’ sections are inverted. The order of the 

appearance of the thematic materials is reversed in the B’ section: a - c to c - a. 

Furthermore, the theme a is inverted in a mirror image in this B’ section not only the 

shape but also the pitches. When the image of the theme a in the B’ section is flipped 

vertically, the pitches are read the same as the ones in the first B section. For example, 

the first pitch in the B’ section is D, but in the flipped image, it is G, which is the same 

pitch as the one in the first B section (Example 6a). The material c is restated with the 

same rhythmic and melodic structures, but the voices are switched. Now, the piano has 

the same material found in the saxophone from mm. 53 to 59, and the saxophone has 

the same answering material as found in the right hand of the piano from mm 56 and 59 

Answering motive 
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(Example 6 and 6b). The saxophone drives the energy level higher in preparation for 

the last section.  

 

Example 6a. Thematic material a in the B’ section from m. 96. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

Theme a in the first B section from m. 61. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

Example 6b. Thematic material c in the second B section from m. 100. 

 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

Answering motive 
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The theme a in both B sections functions as a bridge to or from the middle sections C 

and D. By using this familiar thematic material, the movement is unified even though the 

theme c creates different character.  

The C section (from mm.71 to 81) and D section (from mm. 82 to 95) contain 

contrasting musical materials and character. The C section is lyrical and slow, marked 

Andante (Example 7). The D section is percussive and the tempo returns to the original 

tempo, Allegro (Example 8). These two sections contain new thematic motives, which 

are different in character from the earlier thematic motives. The C section begins with 

theme d, which contains musical material from the other themes briefly but written in 

different style, creating a different character (Example 7). This section concludes with a 

motive from the theme a; however, the style and tempo maintains the same as the 

theme d. The calm and nostalgic melody reminds the listener of music by Sibelius in 

which the melody is often supported by sustain harmonies; also it sounds mystical, 

reverential or poetic o the listening.  

 

Example 7. Thematic material d of the C section from m. 71. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 
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The D section begins with a syncopated rhythm in the piano like in the B section, 

then the theme a is stated by the piano. The combination of the theme a and 

syncopation rhythm in the piano mimics the character of B section; at the same time, 

the theme a is recalled after the new section as if to mark a recapitulation. One could 

consider this either an A section or a B section because of these aspects; but, the 

theme a is immediately followed by completely new material. This new thematic material 

e consists of leaping 8th notes combined with the avant garde technique, slap tonguing, 

in the saxophone; furthermore, the piano has similar leaping 8th notes and percussive 

accents (Example 8). This musical material does not relate to any other motives in its 

rhythm, articulation, and style. This unexpected material seems intended to surprise 

audiences. 

 

Example 8. Part of thematic material e from m. 89. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The A’’ section (mm. 109 to 117) begins with the theme b. This theme b is stated 

nearly the same way as in the original A section. The differences can be seen in the left 
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hand of the piano part and pitches in the saxophone part. While the left hand of the 

piano in the original A section accompanies only the 8th notes with one harmony, the 

notes in this A’’ section are varied while the chords accompanying the 16th notes in the 

right hand produce thickened a sound (Example 9). The pitches in the saxophone found 

in the second half of theme b are modified in this section. Those pitches in the A section 

are written an octave higher, but in the A’’ section, the line leaps only 3rd higher 

(Example 9). By using the narrow intervals, the composer uses this section to prepare 

for the ending. 

 

Example 9. Thematic material b in the A’’ section from m. 110. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The theme a appears at the end of the section very briefly. It seems like a 

transition to the ending, which is simply an extension of theme a. The motive from the 
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theme a is repeated without rests in this extended coda as if a bird is flying away to the 

future. This material is, again, in unison between the saxophone and the piano as it is in 

the beginning of the movement, but both hands in the piano have the same material this 

time. In spite of this, the first pitches in measure 118 are different in the piano and the 

saxophone. The pitch class F in the piano is the composer’s intension for this motive. 

On the other hand, the saxophone has concert pitch D644 (B6 in the saxophone pitch) in 

the altissimo range (Example 10). According to Yoshimatsu, this is not a misprint, but he 

intentionally wrote D for the saxophone to adjust the pitch to fit in the saxophone 

range.45  

 

Example 10. The pitches at the ending at m. 118. 

  

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

                                            
44 Scientific pitch notation by the Acoustical Society of America. In this system, the middle C is written 

as “C4.” 

 
45 Yoshimatsu, email exchange. 
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It is probably because altissimo notes were still extended technique around the time of 

the composition so that not many saxophonists could play the altissimo D with pleasant 

sound although the altissimo D is already used in many pieces. Yoshimatsu kept the 

pitch within a playable range. It would be acceptable to play the unison pitch in the 

performance. 

The use of unison, syncopation rhythm in the piano and ostinato characterizes 

each section in this movement at the same time, the frequent use of the same thematic 

materials unifies all sections.  

 

Various Interpretations of the First Movement Adopted from the Available Recordings 

Differences in the interpretation can be seen in several sections in various 

recorded performances of this movement. The first difference is found in the quasi 

cadenza (mm.16 and 18). The glissandi and trills in this cadenza section are performed 

differently by each performer. The performances of Nobuya Sugawa, Rob Buckland, 

and Nicolas Prost show those differences in their recordings. Sugawa’s performance is 

light and contains less rubato while Buckland’s performance is powerful and heavy. 

Sugawa’s glissando is quick compared to the other recordings. The Prost and Buckland 

take more time on glissandi and trills. 

The second difference can be heard in the C section (from m.71). Sugawa and 

Prost play an extra ornament in this section that is not notated in the score. This 

ornament is improvised by each performer. Since Prost and Sugawa add the ornament 

on the same note, Prost probably imitated Sugawa’s recording. The major difference in 
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this section is the tempo. While Sugawa and Buckland perform with a very slow tempo 

and calm demeanor, Prost performs faster and aggressively.   

The last difference between the three artists can be found in the D section 

(mm.88 to 95). In each of these three recordings, only Sugawa actually uses the slap 

tongue. Although the other two performers do not use the slap tongue, they distinguish 

these two types of the articulation by playing the notes designated as “slap tongue 

notes” softer.   

 

Movement II: Sing, Bird 

The second movement reveals the influence of folk music from an Eastern 

culture. Yoshimatsu clearly states that this movement is not meant to be notated using 

the Western musical system.46 He studied the music of the Middle East, especially the 

music of Turkey and other Islamic countries as well as the music of Eastern Asia, such 

as4 India and Japan. All of these musical cultures served as inspiration for this 

movement.47 The specific use of grace notes, frequent tempo changes (accelerando 

and ritardando) and portamenti in this movement are characteristic elements clearly 

influenced by Eastern musical styles. Yoshimatsu uses portamenti to express a sound 

that cannot be easily notated, like a “floating” sound made by microtones. The frequent 

use of ornaments adds the flavor of Eastern music thus freeing the stricture of formal 

design like a traditional music.   

In contrast with the improvisatory-like style of the saxophone part, the piano 

creates a harmonic foundation through a drone. The use of drone is often heard in 

                                            
46 Takashi Yoshimatsu, email exchange. 
47 Ibid. 
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music from Asia, especially India and Japan. While the origin of the drone is not clear, it 

was probably established in western Asia.48 The pitch classes C, E, and G, found in the 

drone in the left hand of the piano, are combined with 7th or 9th chords, either broken or 

blocked, in various inversions in the right hand (Example 11). The combination of the 

solo part and the drone in the accompaniment part is intended to create an exotic and 

ancient atmosphere. Yoshimatsu seeks to express the spirit of traditional music in this 

movement without imitating or quoting existing melodic phrases or instruments; rather 

he integrates all the musical elements of traditional music from various cultures and 

synthesizes these elements, making them unique and personal, such as incorporating 

the musical ideas from India and Japan. In contrast, other Japanese composers, like 

Noda and Takemitsu, seek to express the same spirit by melding traditional 

performance techniques or by using traditional instruments in their compositions. 

 

Example 11. Example of the drone in the piano part at m. 5-6. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

                                            
48 Anthony C. Baines, “Drone (i),” Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy, http://www.grovemusic.com 

(accessed March 10, 2010).   
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While the outer movements are rondo forms, this movement is through-

composed. One idea is expanded in various ways. For instance, each phrase cadences 

with the pitch class B-flat progressing to the pitch class C, usually combined with a 

portamento (Example 12). Ending each phrase with the same pitch pattern is 

reminiscent of the sound of traditional Japanese music such as noh49 or gagaku.50 Most 

of the fast notes (usually the 32nd notes) are meant to simulate notated ornaments. The 

drone in the bass, combined with the through-composed structure, is Yoshimatsu’s way 

of expressing the freedom of a bird singing, somewhat like a recitative. 

 

Example 12. Samples of the B-flat - C cadence at each phrase. 

 at m.2 

 

 at mm. 7 and 14 

 

 The final phrase at m.31

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

                                            
49 Noh is the major form of the traditional Japanese musical drama that has been performed since the 

14th century. The dance is accompanied by music.  
50 Gagaku is a type of traditional Japanese music that has been performed at the Imperial court for 

several centuries. It consists of string and wind instruments and percussions. It is a Japanese version of 
the orchestra. 
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 This movement requires visual and aural communication between the 

saxophonist and the pianist more than the other movements since there are many 

instances of rubato. Also, the saxophone part often has fermatas over the consistent 

moving piano part, which creates ensemble difficulties. With these aspects, flexibility of 

tempo is more important than maintaining a strict rhythm. Pulsing a strict beat is not as 

important in this movement as in the outer movements. Yoshimatsu expects the 

performer to be free and flexible and play the ornaments in an improvisatory manner. 

 

Various Interpretations of the Second Movement Adopted from the Available 
Recordings 

 
 Because of the flexibility, this movement provides many opportunities for the 

most significant differences in interpretation among these three artists. Prost performs 

this movement faster than the other saxophonists and adds less rubato during the 

accelerando and ritardando phrases. On the other hand, both Sugawa and Buckland 

demonstrate greater flexible during those rubato sections. Buckland is creative with the 

sound effects. The saxophone sound comes from behind the piano like echo, which 

gives the impression of a bird singing from far away.  

The performances of the Adagio section, beginning in measure 19, also provide 

an opportunity to observe differences in interpretations. While Prost and Buckland 

perform this section more energetically and aggressively, Sugawa’s performance 

sounds like a simulation of weeping. In an email to the author, Sugawa describes the 

image of this movement as a bird singing in a dark tropical jungle as if to substantiate its 

existence.51 

                                            
51 Sugawa, email exchange. 
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Movement III: Fly, Bird 

The last movement, “Fly, Bird,” serves as the epitaph to this “bird-themed” piece. 

The melodic materials from the first two movements are recapitulated in this movement. 

These materials clearly exhibit a cyclic nature, just as if a bird is remembering its own 

past while flying toward an unknown future. The form of this movement is a rondo with a 

short introduction: introduction-A-B-A-C-A’. The material from the other movements can 

be heard in each section.  

The introduction section is meterless and contains no tempo marking. It sounds 

similar to the traditional Japanese music for the yokobue and the taiko (Japanese 

drums). The use of the low B-flat notes (Bb0 and Bb1) in a simple rhythm in the piano 

part has a percussive effect (see Example 13). The portamento and timbre trills in the 

saxophone part create an effect intended to simulate the style of Eastern music. It also 

is meant to remind the audience a bird singing, like “a monologue in the dark before 

flying to the sky.”  

 

Example 13. Introduction section from m. 1. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 
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Unlike the introduction section, the A section is fast with a consistently moving 

accompaniment (see Example 14). As the movement’s title implies, Yoshimatsu strives 

to express the flying motion of birds. The tempi, Presto and Allegro-vivace, combined 

with a continuous flow of the sixteenth notes in the piano part create a foundation that 

expresses the speed of a flying bird. Grace notes are still used often in this section to 

portray the vitality of a bird. The saxophone is represented as a bird flying freely and 

high in the sky. The composer achieves this by using a contrast of fast motives and 

longer notes (Example 14).   

 

Example 14. Example of “flying” melody at m. 5. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

  

 The composer writes “breath noise trills” in this section (Example 14a); however, 

it is difficult to make this effect audible as the piano concurrently plays many notes. This 

trill in Sugawa’s recording is audible. According to Sugawa, he performs this trill by 
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keeping the tongue on a reed while playing in order to mimic the muted sound of the 

gestopft mute (for example, the hand stopping technique used for a French horn).52  

 

Example 14a. “Breath noise trill” in the A section at m. 5.  

  

  

 When the A section returns in m. 34, the musical material is the same; however, 

the piano part occurs an octave higher. On the other hand, the final A section (mm. 46-

54) is varied. It contains materials from the other movements, thus reinforcing the cyclic 

nature of the piece. This last section can be labeled A’. This section does not begin with 

the musical material of the original A section. Instead, it begins with the motive from the 

B section of the second movement (Example 15). The musical motive from this B 

section is shortened and the tessitura is higher, doubled at the unison, and the 

dynamics are marked fortissimo; meanwhile, the piano part plays the ostinato from the 

A section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
52 Sugawa, email exchange. 
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Example 15. The final A section from m. 46. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The same motive from the second movement at m. 20. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The second half of the section is the same as the other A sections; however, the 

piano performs the material from the first movement (Example 16). Although the pitches 

are slightly different between the two passages, they share the same rhythmic patterns. 
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Example 16. The second half of the final A section m. 49. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

The same material in the 1st movement mm. 46 to 47. 

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

Although the section is not stated exactly the same as the A section, this final A’ 

section consists of musical materials from the original A section, such as the ostinato in 

the piano and the motive in the second half make this section; therefore, this final 

selection can be consider as an A section. 

The B section (from m. 22) consists of the theme a from the first movement. 

Unlike the previous A section, the texture in the piano in this section is simpler. It 

supports the melody by providing a chordal, harmonic foundation (Example 17). The 

theme a from the first movement is a modification of the consistent 16th notes flow 
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without rests or any other rhythmic changes. In contrast to the A section, the dynamics 

are marked piano throughout the entire section, and the tempo is slightly slower. 

 

Example 17. The motive from theme a of the first movement from m. 22.  

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

After the materials from the other movements are restated, a cadenza is 

introduced. This section is meant to sound as if a bird is on the final preparation for a 

journey to the future. This cadenza is improvisatory in nature and is inserted before the 

A’ section (Example 18). The saxophonist is allowed to use all possible techniques with 

the provided pitches. The composer provides very little detail about how the 

improvisation should be executed. This section requires the performer to have a 

thorough understanding of the piece in order to effectively convey the composer’s 

intent. The performers should establish the energy level, just like a bird flying to the 

highest point, in order to establish a dramatic ending by building intensity and 

excitement. The approach to establish this intensity towards the last pitch should be 

varied by each performer.   
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Example 18.  Part of the cadenza section from m. 45.

 

By Takashi Yoshimatsu, © Copyright 1995 by Gérard Billaudot Editeur SA, Paris. Used by permission. 

 

As the composer indicates at the beginning of the cadenza, this section is open 

to the performer’s imagination. In the interview with Sugawa, he asserted that he 

performs this section completely freely every time; thus, the performance is always 

different. For nearly two years after the composition of the piece, Yoshimatsu attended 

Sugawa’s recitals every time he performed the Fuzzy Bird. Yoshimatsu particularly 

enjoyed that Sugawa rendered this section differently each time he performed it.53 The 

suggestions Yoshimatsu provided to Sugawa were to incorporate the musical materials 

that appeared previously; yet, the performer should not limit himself in any strict style. 

                                            
53 Yoshimatsu, “Interview,” T.Yoshimatsu Symphony Studio. 
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Moreover, the pianist should maintain the pattern in the left hand of the piano part.54 In 

addition to those performance practice suggestions, Yoshimatsu conveyed his wishes 

regarding the ideal performance of this section in emails to the author. 

Saxophoneは不安定な楽器で、さまざまなノイズ・・例えばキイをランダムに乱打したりオ

ーバーに息を吹き込むと悲鳴のような「汚い」音が出る。それらは「美しく調和する音」を

指向するクラシックでは「弱点」だが、ジャズのような「魂の叫び」を表出したい音楽の場

合は「長所」になる。この曲は、そういったSaxophoneの機能と奏者のイマジネーションを

全開にすべく作られているので、ノイズを含めたすべてを「自分の音楽」としてコントロー

ルするのが理想 

 
(The saxophone is an unstable instrument. It can make various noises, for 
example, random key clicks, or an “ugly” sound like screaming by being 
overblown. Those sound are “weakness” for classic music that prefers a 
“beautiful sound,” but it is ”strength” to express “crying out from the soul” like jazz 
music. Because this piece is composed to maximize the possibility of the 
saxophone and the performer’s imagination, it is ideal to control all kinds of 
sound including noises as being “own music.”) 55 

  

Along with Yoshimatsu’s intention, Sugawa further suggests building the cadenza using 

the following scheme: 

chaos – techniques (slap, multiphonics, etc.) – once bring up tension – melody 
(like from 2nd movement) – chaos – destruction – glissando to high tone56 
 

He also suggests incorporating some pauses or space into the cadenza rather than 

simply playing constant notes. In other words, the cadenza does not have to be 

continuous playing. Using silence in the solo part makes the cadenza more interesting. 

Considering Yoshimatsu’s comment, the “noise-like” sounds, such as the slap tongue 

and multiphonics, should be included to fulfill Yoshimatsu’s musical expectations. 

 

                                            
54 Sugawa, email exchange. 
55 Yoshimatsu, email exchange. The translation is provided by the author. 
56 Sugawa, exchange email. 
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Various Interpretations of the Third Movement Adopted from Available Recordings 

Clearly, Yoshimatsu expects each saxophonist to perform this cadenza 

differently. One of the differences between the performances of these three artists can 

be seen in the cadenza’s length. The required length ranges from approximately twenty 

seconds to one minute. Comparing the various commercially available recordings, the 

performances of Buckland and Prost do not have major differences in timing: 

Buckland’s performance is thirty-seven seconds and Prost’s performance is forty-four 

seconds. On the other hand, Sugawa’s cadenza is one minute and twenty-four seconds 

for this cadenza. This is twice as long as the other two artists. 

The second difference between the recordings is the use of extended 

techniques. Prost and Buckland use a similar approach, but Sugawa’s approach is 

substantially different. The one common characteristic for each artist is the use of 

material from the A section of the third movement. Prost’s cadenza consists of mainly 

timbre trills. His cadenza begins with long notes interspersed with short trills. The use of 

trills is increased as the section progresses creating an accelerando effect. Buckland’s 

approach is similar to Prost’s. Buckland often uses trills, but the interval of trills is wider 

than Prost’s. He combines higher pitch trills and single lower pitches to make contrast. 

Overall, his cadenza is quieter than the other artists’ recordings. On the other hand, 

Sugawa’s dynamic range is wider and uses various techniques including multiphonics, 

slap tongue, and growl. Sugawa’s interpretation even includes folk song, jazz, and 

classical music sound.  

 A third difference in the various interpretations of the cadenza is how the piano 

part is performed. Unlike the saxophone part, the piano part is notated; however, a 
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pianist needs to adjust the length the section in order to match the soloist. In Sugawa’s 

recording, the piano part is played as it is written until the end of the second line, then 

the rest is improvised. Minako Koyanagi, Sugawa’s pianist, maintains the bass figure 

but also includes occasional tremolos until the saxophone part begins the climactic rise 

to the last note. Once the saxophonist gradually builds intensity and excitement, the 

pianist must read the third notated line in the score to support the soloist and build to 

the climax. The pianist, Peter Lawson, in Buckland’s recording adjusts the length by 

playing the tremolo in between the 16th note groups longer. After the 2nd line is played, 

the 16th notes groups are repeated until the end of the cadenza. The pianist, Laurent 

Wagschal, of the Prost’s recording repeats the 2nd line to adjust the length. Although this 

cadenza should be played freely, the communication between the saxophonist and the 

pianist is crucial to build the energy of the flying bird. Obviously, the pianist must pay 

close attention to the soloist to determine the end of the improvisation. 

 

Performance Suggestions 

The key word of the Fuzzy Bird Sonata is “fuzzy,” as the title suggests. 

Yoshimatsu implies several meanings in this word. Various musical genres are included 

in this piece, but those musical elements should be balanced - one specific element 

should not be exaggerated over another. Sugawa asserts that he extracts each musical 

element and performs them all together as classical music.57 Performers need to 

understand each musical element in the piece and be flexible to move between those 

elements. According to Yoshimatsu, the most important point to perform the Fuzzy Bird 

Sonata is this sense of flexibility. He mentions several times that the character of the 
                                            

57 Sugawa, email exchange. 
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saxophone has the advantage of being totally flexible and being able to make various 

sounds. The performer should accommodate various performance styles. Yoshimatsu’s 

suggestions for performers to remember include “a feeling of speed, groove, and be 

free like a bird. Above all else, it should be one’s own Fuzzy Bird characterized by one’s 

personality.”58 

The first movement has a strong jazz influence. Keeping the rhythmic style and 

articulation is important, yet a performer should not exaggerate the jazz style. Unison 

intervals are an important effect to express the energetic movement of a bird. Both the 

pianist and the saxophonist obviously need to maintain the same energy level. The 

sense of the rhythm is important in this movement.   

The second movement should be performed freely. The tempo, the rhythm and 

the vertical line with the piano part are less important than freedom. The drone in the 

piano does not need to be in tempo. Also, the performer should consider the folk music 

influence on this movement. The ornaments can be varied by each performer in such a 

way so as they sound improvised. 

According to the composer, the third movement is the combination of all musical 

elements. The performer should be flexible in order to control the performance style. To 

create an interesting cadenza in this movement, a saxophonist should consider 

including various techniques and should not limit himself/ herself to the classical music 

style. An “ugly” sound, like Yoshimatsu suggests, could be appropriate in this piece. A 

performer’s imagination, combined with his/her performance technique, should 

maximize the saxophone’s expressive possibilities, which are crucial for an enlightened 

performance of this movement.  Although the rhythmic elements should be considered, 
                                            

58 Yoshimatsu, email exchange. 
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it is more important to match the feeling of the musical movement between the 

saxophonist and the pianist in order to carry the musical intensity to the climax.  

The Fuzzy Bird Sonata requires great control of both technique and tonal 

expression. The notes in the altissimo rage are often used in fast passage and 

sometimes with trills. Obviously, these notes should respond clearly with good 

intonation; yet, some of the high tones are meant to sound  “strange” or “ugly” in order 

to mimic a bird. The use of all kinds of sound, beautiful to ugly, is the composer’s 

intention to express the character of the saxophone.    
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

The history of the saxophone and its development as a performance medium in 

Japan is short when compared with other European countries and the United States; 

however, the performance level of Japanese saxophonists has progressed quickly, 

producing many artists. There are many classical saxophonists refining their skills, thus 

leading to an increase in performance level in Japan; however, without the contribution 

of Sakaguchi, Noda and Sugawa, this development could not have been possible. 

Although the saxophone in classical music in Japan is still known mostly as a band or 

jazz instrument more than as a solo instrument, the recognition of the classical 

saxophone is gradually increasing. Sakaguchi passed away in 1997; however, his effort 

to develop the saxophone performance and education in Japan is still felt. As a 

performer, he imported many standard concerti and sonatas for the saxophone and 

premiered them in Japan. Also, he encouraged composers to write pieces for the 

saxophone. As an educator, he trained many great saxophonists. Those saxophonists 

became great teachers and trained the next generation. Sakaguchi’s passion to the 

classical saxophone performance and education are taken over by new generations. 

Sugawa is one of the saxophonists from the generation after Sakaguchi. Sugawa’s 

activities as a solo saxophonist made the classical saxophone known to more people, 

even to people who were not familiar with classical music.  

Now, students of Sugawa’s generation are becoming more active. Many of them 

study in Europe or the United States, and perform worldwide. Connection to 
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saxophonists in the world are becoming stronger; at the same time, opportunities for 

compositions by Japanese composers to be heard are increasing as it can be seen from 

the list of pieces performed at the World Saxophone Congress and the North American 

Saxophone Alliance conference. More saxophone compositions by Japanese 

composers are written and performed in recent years. Eastern influenced pieces are an 

important contribution of Asian composers. Japanese composers, especially, 

contributed largely to the development of this genre. Although the classical saxophone 

already had great repertoire, Eastern-Western synthesized pieces made the repertoire 

larger and even more varied. Ryo Noda’s contribution to saxophone literature is clearly 

significant. He became one of the most performed Japanese composers. It has been 

advantageous that he is both a saxophonist and composer. His efforts to write and 

perform pieces for the saxophone led other Japanese composer to explore the classical 

saxophone world. It is because of the efforts of Sakaguchi, Sugawa, and Noda that 

more saxophone pieces by Japanese composers were written. The Fuzzy Bird Sonata 

is one of the most significant compositions resulting from the contributions by those 

saxophonists. 

Yoshimatsu approaches music for classical saxophone as a new genre. Most 

composers often distinguish the style of classical music from other music. When they 

apply musical styles and performance techniques in music, they imitate those elements, 

such as the performance technique used to play shakuhachi as in the music of Noda. 

On the other hand, Yoshimatsu melds all kinds of musical elements into one 

composition. He seeks to write all of the possible sounds that the saxophone can create 

- beautiful tone to “noise like” sounds, in his composition. The influence of other musical 
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styles can also be observed in the Fuzzy Bird Sonata; however, he does not limit 

himself to a single style. All musical elements are well blended. As is the composer’s 

intention, performers should understand each musical element in the piece and be 

flexible with their execution and performance style. His unique compositional style with 

technical challenges attracts saxophonists and audiences.    

The use of shakuhachi techniques in the their music is an important innovations 

of Japanese composers. Pieces written with this compositional technique helped to 

make Japanese composers internationally recognized. In addition to this innovation, 

Yoshimatsu’s unique compositional style contributed to the expansion of the saxophone 

repertoire. In the genesis of these masterpieces, great performers always inspired the 

composers.  

Important historical aspects regarding the development of saxophone 

performance and education in Japan resulted in the creation of saxophone 

masterpieces by Japanese composers. The Fuzzy Bird Sonata would not be as 

significant a composition for the saxophone repertoire if any one of those aspects, as 

well as Yoshimatsu’s unique compositional style, were missing. Hopefully, compositions 

from Japan will continue to be performed more often and contribute to the ever-

developing saxophone repertoire.   
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APPENDIX A 
 

 

THE COMBINED LIST OF THE PIECES BY JAPANESE COMPOSERS PERFORMED 

AT THE WORLD SAXOPHONE CONGRESS AND THE NORTH AMERICAN 

SAXOPHONE ALLIANCE BIENNIAL CONFERENCE 
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PERFORMER COMPOSER TITLE  
1970 Chicago, Il 
Sakaguchi, Arata Kobayashi, Hideo  Two Pieces for Solo Alto Saxophone  
 
1974 France 
Ensemble de Tokyo  Arashino, Hidehiko Sonatine  
Ensemble de Tokyo  Ishiketa, Mareo Revelation for Two Saxophones  
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Guernica 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Improvisation III  
Sakaguchi, Arata Osawa, Kazuto Sen 
Noda, Ryo  Tokunaga, Hidenori Columniation  
Northwestern University Saxophone Quartet  Tokunaga, Hidenori Quartet 
Ensemble de Tokyo  Urata, Kenjiro Sonata  
 
1976 England 
Noda, Ryo Noda, Ryo  Maï  
Noda, Ryo Yuasa, Joji  Not I But the Wind  
 
1979 Chicago, Il. 
Tokyo Saxophone Quartet  Hara, Hiroshi Serenade for Saxophone Quartet  
Maezawa, Fumiyoshi Ishiketa, Mareo Revelation for Two Saxophones  
Tokyo Saxophone Quartet  Kitazume, Michio Arioso for Saxophone Quartet 
Shimoji, Keiji Masuda, Kozo  Piece Breve pour Saxophone Alto Seul 
Bishop, James  Noda, Ryo Improvisation II 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Tori for Sopranino Saxophone and Oriental Flutes 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Requiem (Shin-en) for Tenor Saxophone Solo  
Northwestern University Saxophone Quartet  Noda, Ryo  Sketch for Saxophone Quartet 
Shimoji, Keiji Tanabe, Tsuneya Intermezzo '7" per Saxofon Alto e Pianoforte  
Jackson, Reginald Yuyama, Akira Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone  
Alduino, Anthony  Yuyama, Akira  Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone 
 
1982 Germany 
Dirlam, Richard Masuda, Kozo  Piece Breve 
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Performer Composer Title  
1982 Germany 
Ensemble de Saxophon Quatre-Roseaux  Matsushita, Isao  Atoll I  
Hirata, Eiji Minamikawa, Mio  Onduration 
Ensemble de Saxophon Quatre-Roseaux  Miyazawa, Kazuto Polyphonie 
Kataoka, Katsuki Nakamura, Koya Henyo 
Tokyo Saxophone Ensemble  Nakamura, Toru Spiritual Song From Small Island   
Lulloff, Joseph Noda, Ryo  Improvisation I 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Improvisation I  
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Les Oiseaux 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Maï   
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Pulse 72±  
Delangle, Claude  Nodaira, Ichiro  Arabesque 
Passereaux Saxophone Ensemble Tajino, Masato  Quatre Souffles 
Passereaux Saxophone Ensemble  Tanaka, Katsuhiko  Jazz Improvisation for Passereaux 
 
1985 Washington D.C. 
Tokyo Saxophone Ensemble  Jushida, Testurosuke The Ancient Poem in Asuka 
Noda, Ryo  Matsushita, Isao  Atoll, No. 2 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo Phoenix 
Noda, Ryo & John Sampen Noda, Ryo  Muriasaki No Fuchi 1 for two saxophones alone 
Noda, Ryo & John Sampen Noda, Ryo  Sushigi No Bacho for two saxophones and piano 
Le Quatuor Sax  Nodaira, Ichiro Quatuor de Saxophones  
Sugawa, Nobuya & Mamoru Nakata Shono, Hirohisa Bugaku 
 
1988 Japan 
Inoue, Hitomi Aki, Touru Rela pour Soprano Saxophone et Percussion 
Kirhara, Takashi Bekku, Sadao Chant de la Ville 
Hattori, Yoshiyuki Hagi, Kyoko Pour Avion pour Saxophone Baritone et Piano 
J. S. A. Saxophone Orchestra  Ito, Yasuhide Fanfare for Saxophone Orchestra 
J. S. A. Saxophone Orchestra  Ito, Yasuhide Tableau for Saxophone Orchestra 
Sugawa, Nobuya &  
Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra Ito, Yasuhide Saxophone Concerto  
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Performer Composer Title  
1988 Japan 
Maeda, Masahiro Kajitani, Osamu Jisoku, Trio for Soprano Saxophone, Piano &  
  Bonsho 
Nagase, Toshikazu Kamioka, Yoichi Ballade pour saxophone Alto et Piano 
Ueda, Keiji KIkegami, Satoshi Metaphore 
Fine Arts Saxophone Quartet  Konagaya, Soichi Masquerade Suite for Clarinet Choir &  
& Tokyo Clarinet Ensemble  Saxophone Quartet   
Passereaux Saxophone Ensemble  Konagaya, Soichi Message 
Tokyo Saxophone Ensemble  Kurachi, Tatsuya 2 Paroles Tissees 
J. S. A. Saxophone Orchestra  Kusida, Tetunosuke Bugaku 
Oyama, Mami Muraki, Hirono Fantaisie pour Saxophone Alto et Piano 
Passereaux Saxophone Ensemble  Nakagawa, Ataru Quartet 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Gen for Saxophone Concerto 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  W1988D 
Sato, Norio Norikura, Masaki Etude du Concert pour Saxophone Alto et Piano 
Sasaki, Yuji Shimizu, Hajime Pour Saxophone Alto et Piano 
Ogushi, Toshihisa Shono, Hirohisa Toryannse-Paraphrase 
Ichikawa, Yutaka Terahara, Nobuo Poeme pour Saxophone Tenor et Piano 
Nakatani, Katsuhiko Yoi, Hisayasu Asukanite 
Saito, Takashi  Yuyama, Akira  Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone 
 
1992 Italy 
Noda, Ryo  Hiranuma, Yuri Tiki Tiki-Ta 
Trouvère Quartet  Ito, Yasuhide Saxophone Quartet No. 2  
Muto, Ken-ichiro &  
Orchestra Internazionale D'Italia Iwashiro, Taro Colors  
Quatre Roseaux &  
Orchestra Internazionale D'Italia Matsushita, Isao Gland Antoll  
Munesada, Keiji  & Miwako Watanabe Nihashi, Jun-ichi Invenzione della Onda 
Noda, Ryo Noda, Ryo  MI992BCOS 
Mi-Bemol Saxophone Ensemble Osaka  Senshu, Jiro Spring in the Wind 
Saito, Takashi  Tanaka, Terumichi The Scene of Silence 
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Performer Composer Title  
1992 Italy 
Munesada, Keiji  & Miwako Watanabe Toyozumi, Tastshi Sinphonic Suite 
Yonekura, Takashi & Jiro Akamatsu Yonekura, Yuki After the Rain 
Sugawa, Nobuya  Yoshimatsu, Takashi  Fuzzy Bird Sonata  
 
1996 Florida, NASA 
Leaman, Clifford L.  Noda, Ryo  Improvisations II  
Valerio, Javier and Mendez, Manrique Yuyama, Akira  Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone 
 
1997 Spain 
Harmo Saxophone Quartet  Matsuyuki, Akira & 
 Kohji Ueno Ritletti 
Noda, Ryo  Noda, Ryo  Morning Light  
Perez Martinez, Emilo Noda, Ryo  Improvisation I 
Hirano, Masataka Takemitsu, Toru Distance 
Quatuor Habanera  Tanada, Fuminori  Mysterious Morning II 
Sakaemura, Shogo Yuasa, Joji  Not I...but the Wind 
 
1998 Evanston NASA 
Duo Nouveau  Hirano, Yoshihisa  Paintings of Max Ernst  
Gewirtz, Jonathon  Noda, Ryo  Maï  
Staley, Lisa  Noda, Ryo  Improvisation III  
Noffsinger, Jonathan  Shiu, Kawai  Nocturnal Acts 
 
2000 Montreal 
Hardi Saxophone Quartet  Azuma, Ghishio Improvisation I 
Duo Nouveau  Hirano, Yoshihisa  Far, Autumn...And Y Through the Air  
Hattori, Yoshiyuki Iijima, Toshinari Fragments of a Dream That Was Forgotten to  
  Washed Away 
Saito, Takashi  Ito, Hiroyuki  The Angel of Despair II  
Malone, William Naito, Akemi Solitude  
Noffsinger, Jonathan  Shiu, Kawai  Duo for Alto Saxophone and Violin 
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Performer Composer Title  
2000 Montreal 
Stusek, Steven  Tanada, Fuminori  Mysterious Morning III 
Hardi Saxophone Quartet  Teho Collage for Quartet 
Saito, Takashi  Tsuchiya, Takeshi  Exploration 
Gaulin, Mathieu  Yamamoto, Hiroyuki  Noli me Tangere 
Takashi Yonekura Saxophone Ensemble  Yonekura, Yuki n/d-n/a  
McKenzie, Susan  Yoshimatsu, Takashi  Fuzzy Bird Sonata  
Colegrove, Ruth  Yuyama, Akira  Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone 
Muncy, Ryan  Yuyama, Akira  Divertimento for Marimba and Alto Saxophone 
 
2000 Tucson NASA 
Susek, Steven  Tanaka, Karen  Night Bird  
Christie-Bement, Janell Yoshimatsu, Takashi Fuzzy Bird Sonata  
 
2002 Denton TX, NASA 
Bunte, James Noda, Ryo  Fantasie and Danse 
Ellison, Jason Lee  Noda, Ryo Maï  
Noffsinger, Jonathan  Shiu, Kawai  Solo 
 
2003 Minneapolis 
New Century Saxophone Quartet  Akiyoski, Toshiko  Interaction 
Sintchak, Matt Hirano, Yoshihisa  The Soft Machine 
Young, Keith Honda, Toshiyuki Jazz Etude 
Munesada, Keiji Nihashi, Junichi  3 Mouvements Concertants 
Traction Avant Saxophone Quartet  Nishida, Naotsugi Naita aka-oni 
Tremel, Matt Noda, Ryo  Improvisation I 
Ukiya, Sayo Noda, Ryo  Phoenix 
Sacawa, Brian Ueno, Ken  what Wall? 
Hara, Hiroshi Yoshimatsu, Takashi  Invention 
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Performer Composer Title  
2004 Greensboro NC, NASA 
Lau, Eric Tanada, Fuminori  Mysterious Morning III 
RASA Saxophone Quartet Tanada, Fuminori  Mysterious Morning II 
Jason Adams Tanaka, Karen  Night Bird 
Lena Cuglietta Tanaka, Karen  Night Bird 
Paul Davis Yoshimatsu, Takashi Fuzzy Bird Sonata 
 
2006 Iowa, NASA 
Quatuor Apollinaire Goto, Suguru Corps sans organe 
Mapp, Michael Noda, Ryo Improvisation I 
Vance, Bryan Noda, Ryo Maï  
Patayankikorn, Sean Takemitsu, Toru Distance  
McCormick, Ryan Tanada, Fuminori  Mysterious Morning III 
 
2006 Slovenia 
Tse, Kenneth Kato, Masanori Madrid Inspiration  
Traction Avant  Kimotsuki, F Aitake no yu    
J-Saxer quartet  Matsushita, Ko Amami 
D`Angelo, Kimberly Noda, Ryo Improvisation II 
RUACH DUO  Noda, Ryp Murasaki no fuchi 
Duo Laran - Hara Suzuki, Junmei A Commission Work 
H3 trio  Takano, Mari LigAlien 
Coca García, Federico Tanada, Fuminori Mysterious Morning III 
The R Duo  Tanada, Fuminori Mysterious Morning III 
Kolesov, Sergey Yoshimatsu, Takashi Fuzzy Bird Sonata 
 
2008 Columbia SC, NASA 
Zaborac Noda, Ryo Maï  
Wen, Andy Noda, Ryo Improvisation III 
Hodges Noda, Ryo Pulse 72± 
Torres Tanaka, Karen Night Bird 
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Performer Composer Title  
2009 Bangkok 
Goury, Jean-Michel Goto, Suguru Temps Tresse III 
J-Saxer Quartet  Hisaishi, Joe Quartet 
H2 Quartet  Ito, Takuma Quartet 
Omori, Yoshiki and Keiji Munesada  Kasamatsu, Yasuhiro Rhapsody and dance in Maghreb 
Laran, Jerome Kubo, Tadashi Illusionnal Forest 
International Quartet  Kushida, Maestro Kachou-Hugetsu 
J-Saxer Quartet  Matsushita, Ko Lullaby 
J-Saxer Quartet  Muramatsu, Takatsugu Far Away 
Camwell, Dave Noda, Ryo Improvisation III 
Omori, Yoshiki and Keiji Munesada  Ogata, Toshiyuki Reflection 
Bonnet, Pascal Tanada, Fuminori Mysterious Morning III 
Orpheus Sax Quartet  Tanada, Fuminori Mysterious Morning Ii  
 
2010 Athens GA, NASA 
Anubis Quartet Fujikura, Dai Reach Out 
H2 Quartet Itoh, Takuma Echo Location 
John Sampen Takemitsu, Toru Distance 
Matthew Tracy Tanada, Fuminori Mysterious Morning III 
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APPENDIX B  

 

CORRESPONDENCES WITH TAKASHI YOSHIMATSU and NOBUYA SUGAWA 
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Email exchange between Yoshimatsu: 

Subject: Fuzzy_Bird_Sonataについて。 (Regarding to Fuzzy Bird Sonata) 

Chiaki Hanafusa Tue, Dec 8, 2009 at 1:47 PM  
To: 吉松隆 楽譜  

大沼様、 
 
一つ簡単な質問なんですが、現在出版されているFuzzy Bird の楽譜と、須川展也さん
が録音しているCDの演奏と多少異なる部分があるのですが、録音後に楽譜が改訂され
たのですか？  

花房千晶 

 

Dear Ms. Onuma, 

I have one simple question. Mr. Nobuya Sugawa’s performance in his CD is slightly 
different from the score. Was the score revised after the recording? 
 
 
"吉松隆 楽譜"  Tue, Dec 15, 2009 at 7:12 PM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  

花房様、 
 
ご返信が遅くなりました。吉松の回答は以下のとおりです。 
＞改訂はしていません。 
違う部分があるとしてもアドリブの範囲内です。 
 
どうぞよろしくお願いいたします。 
 
ジャパン・アーツ大沼 

 

Dear Ms. Hanafusa, 

Sorry for the delayed response.  Here is the answer from Yoshimatsu: 
>It was not revised. It is improvised, if there is a difference. 
 
Regards, 
Japan Arts, Onuma 
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Chiaki Hanafusa  Mon, Dec 21, 2009 at 2:46 PM  
To: 吉松隆  楽譜   

大沼様、 
 
ご返信ありがとうございます。 
他にもいくつか吉松さんへの質問があるのですが、こちらへ送ればお答えをいただるの

でしょうか？ お忙しいところ済みません。 
 

Dear Ms. Onuma, 

Thank you for reply. 
I have several questions for Mr.Yoshimatsu. Can I get the answer if I send the questions 
to you? Thank you for your time. 
 
 
 
"吉松隆 楽譜"  Mon, Dec 21, 2009 at 7:23 PM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  

花房様、 
 
私のほうから質問は本人あてに転送させていただきます。 
お答えをさせていただくことを保障するものではないことをお許しください。 

 

Dear Ms. Hanafusa, 

I will forward your questions to Yoshimatsu. But it is not guaranteed that those will be 
answered. 
 
 
 
Hanafusa sent questions to Yoshimatsu, Tue, Dec 22, 2009 
 
 

"吉松隆 楽譜"   Fri, Jan 8, 2010 at 3:22 AM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  

 
花房様、 
 
お世話になります。 
大変遅くなりましたが、ご質問のお答えをお送りいたします。 
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どうぞよろしくお願いいたします。 
 
ジャパン・アーツ吉松隆楽譜担当 大沼 
 

It took a while to write you back, but here is the answer for your questions. 
 
Japan Arts, assistant of Yoshimatsu Takashi library, Onuma 
 
Fuzzy Bird Sonataを演奏するにあたり重要な事（これだけはして欲しくない、または
これだけは守って欲しい等）、演 奏者に対する要望等はありますか？ 
＞スピード感とグルーヴ感、そして（鳥のように）自在であること。なにより「（演奏

者の個性による）自分のファジーバー ド」であること。 
 
Q. What are the important things and a request for a performer in order to perform 
Fuzzy Bird Sonata? 

A. A feeling of speed, groove, and be free like a bird. Above all else, it should be “one’s 
own Fuzzy Bird (characterized by one’s personality).” 
 
 
１楽章のはじめの方にあるHarmoniqueはどのように演奏すれば良いのでしょう？ 
＞規定の指使いではなく、不思議な高音が出るキイを自ら模索すること。 
 
Q. How should Hormonique in the first movement be performed? 

A. Not by regular fingerings, but find alternate fingerings that create high and strange 
sounds. 
 
 
２楽章は民族音楽的要素が用いられているとありますが、須川展也さんからは、どこの

どの民族音楽というより、吉松さんが思い描くいろ いろな民族から得たインスピレー
ション、というように聞きました。この楽章はどのようなイメージを持って書かれたの

ですか？ 
＞基本は、西洋の旋法ではないこと。音階の間の微分音をポルタメントで浮遊すること

。４拍子のようなリズムの拍節（縦の アンサンブル）を持たないこと。テンポの揺ら
ぎを持つこと。ドローン（低音の保持音）に乗った即興演奏風の装飾が施された 旋律
線であること。参考にしたのは、中近東（トルコ～イスラム圏）および東アジア（イン

ドから日本まで）の民族音楽。 
 
Q. Folk music elements are used in the second movement. Mr. Nobuya Sugawa told me 
that it was not from specific folk music, but your inspiration of various cultures. What 
kind of images did you have to write this movement? 
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A. Basically, it is not in Western music mode. Portamento is used to create an effect of 
“floating” sound like by microtones. No rhythmic pulse (a vertical ensemble) like 4/4 
beat. Be flexible on the tempo. The melody line should be improvisatory-like with 
ornaments over the drone (sustained notes by low pitches). I referenced folk music from 
the Middle East (Turkey ~ Islamic countries) and Eastern Asia  (India to Japan). 
 
 
３楽章にあるアドリブ パートの理想的な演奏とは？ また、なぜアドリブにしたのです
か？ 
この楽章にBreath Noiseが何カ所かに使われていますが、須川さんのCDでは実際に音
を鳴らしています。これはどちらでも いいのですか？ 
＞Saxophoneは不安定な楽器で、さまざまなノイズ・・例えばキイをランダムに乱打
したりオーバーに息を吹き込むと悲鳴の ような「汚い」音が出る。それらは「美しく
調和する音」を指向するクラシックでは「弱点」だが、ジャズのような「魂の叫び」を

表出し たい音楽の場合は「長所」になる。この曲は、そういったSaxophoneの機能と
奏者のイマジネーションを全開にすべく作られてい るので、ノイズを含めたすべてを
「自分の音楽」としてコントロールするのが理想。 
 
Q. What is the ideal performance of the improvisation section in the third movement? 
and Why did you make it an improvisation?  There are some “Breath Noise” used in this 
movement, but Mr. Sugawa made actual sounds. Can it be either way? 

A.  The saxophone is an unstable instrument. It can make various noises, for example, 
random key clicks, or an “ugly” sound like screaming by being overblown. Those sounds 
are “weakness” for classical music that prefers a “beautiful sound,” but it is ”strength” to 
express “crying out from the soul” like jazz music. Because this piece is composed to 
maximize the possibility of the saxophone and the performer’s imagination, it is ideal to 
control all kinds of sound including noises as being one’s “own music.” 
 
吉松隆 
Yoshimatsu, Takashi 
 
 
 
Hanafusa sent a question to Yoshimatsu, Mon, Mar 22, 2010 
 
 

"吉松隆 楽譜"  Thu, Mar 25, 2010 at 1:41 AM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  

花房様、 
 
吉松の回答を＞で入れてあります。 
以下よろしくお願いいたします。 
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ジャパン・アーツ吉松担当 大沼千秋 
 
Yoshimatsu’s answers are marked with >. 
Please regard the following. 
 
Japan Arts, assistant of Yoshimatsu, Onuma. Chiaki 
 
 
> Fuzzy Birdの１楽章の終わりから６小節目のsaxの最初の音はピアノとうニゾンにな
るとすれば、"D"なのですが、楽譜は"B"になってます。これは正しいのでしょうか？ 
＞１.SAXの音域外なので調整してあります。 
 
Q. If the first pitch in the saxophone at 6 measures from the end is in unison with the 
piano, it should be “D”, but it is written “B” in the score. Is it correct? 

A. It is adjusted because the pitch is out of the saxophone range. 
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Email exchange between Sugawa: 
 
Chiaki Hanafusa   Fri, Apr 10, 2009 at 5:07 AM  
To: Nobuya Sugawa 

須川展也様、 
 
先日、卒業論文についてメールさせていただいた花房です。今回は、早速ですがいくつ

かご質問があり、メールさせて いただいてます。 
お返事をいただけるとありがたいです。 
 
須川先生はいろいろな方に委嘱されていますが、先生にとって、演 奏者と作曲者の理
想的な関係というのはどのようなものでしょう？ 
 
Fuzzy Birdの制作過程において、須川先生と吉松さんの間でのコミュニケーションはあ
りましたか？何か特別なリクエストをし たりされたり等。 
 
この曲は最近アメリカの演奏会でも耳にすることが多く、録音も増えてきてます。 
先生ご自身、 他の方、特に他の国のサックス奏者のこの曲の演奏を聴いたことがあり
ますか？ 
 
もしありましたら、その演奏 に対する率直な感想を聞かせてもらえますか？ 
 
いろいろなジャンルが混ざっているこの曲は人によって解釈の仕方も異なってくると 
思うのですが、この曲を演奏するにあたり、何か特別に気をつけていること、また、先

生の曲の解釈など、話していただけますか？ 
 
お忙し い中、ありがとうございます。 
どうぞ、よろしくお願いします。 
 
花房 千晶 

 
Dear Mr. Nobuya Sugawa, 
 
This is Hanafusa who sent you a message the other day regarding the dissertation. 
I have some questions to ask you. It would be great if you could reply to me. 
 
You have commissioned several works. What is the ideal relationship between a 
performer and a composer to you? 
 
Were there any communications between you and Mr. Yoshimatsu in the process of 
writing Fuzzy Bird Sonata? Is there any request for you or for Yoshimatsu from you? 
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This piece has been performed and recorded more often in America these days. Have 
you ever listened to the performance of this piece by a saxophonist from another 
country? 
 
If so, what did you think about the performance? 
 
The interpretation would be different by each performer since the piece is the mixture of 
various musical genres. What do you consider when you perform the piece? Also, how 
do you interpret? 
 
Thank you for your time. 
Regards, 
 
Hanafusa, Chiaki 
 
Nobuya Sugawa Fri, Apr 10, 2009 at 5:14 AM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  

メールとどきました。 
今たてこんでるので 
またメールくださいね。できる限り答えますね。 
須川 

I got your mail. I’m really busy right now. Please send me a mail again. I will answer as 
much as I can. 
Sugawa 
 

 
Nobuya Sugawa Tue, Jun 30, 2009 at 6:53 AM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  
 
※1演奏者と作曲者の関係  

演奏者は作曲家がどんな曲を書くか、という作曲スタイルとその作曲家人のことをよく
知り、そこに尊敬の念を持つこと、一方作曲家は演奏者の芸術性などを認めて、その人
のために書きたい、と思い、そう思ってもらえるように演奏者もその応える演奏をでき
る演奏家である必要があると思う。  
 
(Q. Please refer to the previous message sent to Sugawa.) 

A performer should study the composer’s music and style, and then respect him/her.  A 
composer should admit a performer’s musicianship, and needs to feel a desire to write 
for the performer. And a performer should keep up with the composer’s desire.  
 
 
※２Fuzzy Birdの制作過程において、須川先生と吉松さんの間でのコミュニケーションはありましたか？ 
何か特別なリクエストをしたりされたり等。  
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吉松さんのほかの楽器のために書かれた曲を、サクソフォンのために編曲してもらって
演奏し、また、サクソフォンのために書かれたいくつかの代表曲例えば、「イベール：
小協奏曲、デザンクロのプレリュード、カデンツとフィナーレ、それしてデニソフのソ
ナタなどを吉松さんに家に来ていただき、演奏して、楽器のイメージを作って頂いた。
吉松さんに委嘱するにあたっては、「私の演奏を聴いて頂き、もしも気に入って頂けれ
ば、サクソフォンとピアノのための二重奏の曲をお願いしたい」とお伝えしてあった。 
作品を書いて下さることが決まったときに、私のソロＣＤの制作の話が来たので一番良
い時にその吉松さんからの曲をメインにしたＣＤを制作することになりました。  
 
I invited Yoshimatsu to my place and performed his compositions for other instruments, 
which he arranged for saxophone for this occasion. I also performed standards such as 
the Prélude, Cadence et Finale by Alfrèd Desenclos, the Concertino da Camera by 
Jacques Ibert, and the Sonata by Edison Denisov in order to create an aural image of 
the saxophone. In order to commission the piece, I told him, “I’d like you to write a piece 
for saxophone and piano if you like my performance.”  Around the time of the 
commission, there was an offer for the solo CD. We decided to feature Fuzzy Bird 
Sonata.  
 
 
※3 この曲は最近アメリカの演奏会でも耳にすることが多く、録音も増えてきてます。  
※４ もしありましたら、その演奏に対する率直な感想を聞かせてもらえますか？  
先生ご自身、他の方、特に他の国のサックス奏者のこの曲の演奏を聴いたことがありますか。  

他のサクソフォン奏者の演奏を聴くことは結構多いです。彼らの独自の解釈を聴いて、
とても喜んでいます。あくまでもこの曲はいろいろなスタイルを縦横無尽に駆け巡る曲
であるが、時にはジャズ的な要素を強調しすぎる演奏に出会う（苦笑）こともあれば、
とてもストイックに淡々と演奏しているものに出会ったり、楽しんでいます。  
 
I have many opportunities to listen to the performance of the piece. Iʼm very happy to 
listen to their interpretations of the piece. This piece runs between various musical 
styles freely, but sometimes I hear the performance with emphasis on the jazz aspect 
too much, or one performs really stoically. Iʼm enjoying listening to those performances. 
 
 

※５ いろいろなジャンルが混ざっているこの曲は人によって解釈の仕方も異なってくると思うのですが
、この曲を演奏するにあたり、何か特別に気をつけていること、また、先生の曲の解釈など、話してい
ただけますか？  

色々なスタイルの音楽というのは、すべてのスタイルの本質にあるものは「音楽」その
もので共通だと思いますが、ジャズのテイストであったり、クラシックのテイストであ
ったり、伝統的な音楽のテイストの中から本質であろうと思うものをそれぞれ抽出して
、あくまでもクラシックとして今後の世代につなげていく、ということ念頭に演奏をし
ています。  
ある一部分のところだけを強調しすぎずに、全般的にそれぞれの音楽のスタイルの本質
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を見失わないように丁寧にバランス良く表現しようと心がけています。題名の「Fuzzy
」という言葉には曖昧という意味もあるが、むしろそれぞれ色々なスタイルがミックス
されているというのが、この曲の魅力であると思う。  
 
Various musical styles, which I think the essential part of all kinds of styles is the same 
“music,” such as jazz taste, classical music taste, and traditional music taste, I extract 
the essence of each taste, and then perform as classical music to pass down to the next 
generations. 
I’m trying to make a balance without losing the essence of each style. The title “Fuzzy” 
has a meaning “vague”, but I think that the mixture of various styles is the appeal point 
of this piece.  
 
 

※私には日本音楽的要素が耳にとれるのですが、実際、吉松さんはどの民族音楽要素を用いているのか、
ご存知でしたら教えていただけないでしょうか？”  

民族的、というのは、伝統的に伝わっている音楽のことを指していて、吉松さんはどの
国のどの民族か、というイメージよりも、吉松さんが思い描く色々民族から得たインス
ピレーションから得た、ビブラートや装飾音符やフレーズ等に吉松さんのイメージが表
わされているものであり、どこからか引用してきたものではない。吉松さんの思う昔か
ら根付いたそれぞれの音楽にあるスピリットをこの曲に表したかったようだ。  
 
Folk music is music passed down by a traditional way. Mr. Yoshimatsu did not quote 
music from specific cultures; rather he got inspirations from them, and then expresses 
those by using vibrato, ornaments, and phrases. It seems Yoshimatsu wanted to 
express the sprit of traditional music in this piece. 
 
以上ですがいかがですか？  
遅くなってすみません。  
少しでも役に立てればうれしいです。  
須川  
 
How is it? 
Sorry for delay. 
I’m happy if this helps. 
Sugawa 
 
 
Chiaki Hanafusa   Tue, Jun 30, 2009 at 10:12 PM  
To: Nobuya Sugawa  
 
丁寧なお答え、ありがとうございます。  
とても参考になりました。卒論を書き進むにあたり、また何か質問が出てくると思うの
で、お忙しい事とは思いますが、その時はまたよろしくお願いします。  
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花房 千晶  
 

Thank you for your kind help. 

It was very helpful. There may be more questions for you as the writing goes. I know 
you are busy, but please help then. 

Chiaki Hanafusa 

 

 
Hanafusa sent questions to Sugawa, December 16, 2009 
 
 
Nobuya Sugawa Sun, Jan 3, 2010 at 8:31 PM  
To: Chiaki Hanafusa  
 
あけましておめでとう。  
A Happy New Year. 
 
１、Fuzzy Birdの演奏にあたり、吉松さんから、ここはこのような感じまたはこのよう
なイメージで の様な指示はありましたか？  

一楽章はサクソフォーンとピアノのユニゾンによりサックスの響きにピアノで芯をつけ
る音によりさらに躍動感を出す。  
二楽章中間部のピアノのドローンはインテンポにあまりこだわらず縦線より演奏者間の
呼吸を大切にする。  
三楽章もある程度リズムは意識しながらも合わせるよりは音楽の呼吸を合わせクライマ
ックスに持っていくのが大切。  
アドリブは今までにでた楽想を時に用いながらも自由に羽ばたいてほしいと。  
アドリブ部はピアノの左手はパターンをキープしておくこと。  
いろんな音楽スタイルのイメージをしっかり把握して、そこを行ったり来たりする柔軟
性を持てとのこと。  
 
1. Did you get any instruction from Mr. Yoshimatsu such as an image of phrasing in 
order to perform Fuzzy Bird? 

A. 1st mov. By the unison between the saxophone and the piano, the sound should be 
more energetic. 
2nd mov. In the middle section, the drone in the piano doesn’t have to be in tempo; 
rather it is more important to take a breath together. 
3rd mov.  Although the rhythmic elements should be considered, it is more important to 
match the feeling of the musical movement between the saxophonist and the pianist in 
order to carry the musical intensity to the climax.  
For ad lib., it should incorporate the musical materials that appeared previously, but be 
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free. 
The left hand of the piano should keep the pattern through the improvisation. 
Understand various musical styles and be flexible to move around in those styles. 
 
２、１楽章の前半部BにHarmonique/ gliss.とあるのは具体的にどのように演奏している
のですか？  

オーバートーンで倍音であげています。僕は半音階は使いません。一応吉松さんからは
オーバートーンを要求されました。  
 
2.  How do you perform Harmonique/gliss in the 1st movement?  

A. I use overtones, not a chromatic scale. Mr. Yoshimatsu told me to do overtones. 
 
 

３、３楽章のbreath noiseとtrillで表記されている音は、須川先生の録音では実際に音を
出して演奏されていますが、これはoptionalなのでしょうか？  

ブレスノイズは聞こえないので、舌をリードにつけゲシュトップミュートのイメージで
音を潰してnoijyに演奏してます。  
 
3. You play breath noise notes in the 3rd movement with actual sound. Is that optional? 

A. Breath noise cannot be heard, so I press a tongue on the reed to make a noisy 
sound like gestopft mute. 
 
 

４、この質問は一番詳しく聞きたいのですが、３楽章の最後のcadenzaはアドリブにな
っていますが、先生はどのようにしてこのcadenzaを組み立てているのですか？また、
ご自身の生徒さんにはどのように指導をされているのですか？  

いつも完全に自由に吹いていますが、いわゆる思いついたままと言う感じ。  
指導する時は大まかな設計図をたてて、最後ハイトーンにもっていくように伝えてます。  
混沌→技法（スラップや重音）→一度盛り上げる→メロディー（二楽章的なフレーズ）
→混沌→破壊→ハイトーンへグリッサンドみたいな流れをあらかじめ決めて断片を練習
する。それでつなげていく感じ。またずっと吹きっぱなしではなく、間も作ると効果的
と伝えてます。  
 
4. I’d like to know about this question in detail. How do you construct the ad lib. cadenza 
in the 3rd movement? Also, how do you instruct your students? 

A. I always perform this freely, whatever comes to mind. 
For students, I tell them to make a scheme and bring it to the last pitch. 
For example, make a scheme like chaos – techniques (slap, multiphonics, etc.) – once 
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bring up tension – melody (like from 2nd movement) – chaos – destruction – glissando to 
high tone, then practice each fragment. Connect them. I also tell them that it is more 
effective to use some pauses. 
５、先生が思い描くそれぞれの楽章の情景等がありましたらお聞かせください。  

一楽章は颯爽と駆け抜けるつばめのような鳥  
二楽章は南国のジャングルの暗い中で存在をアピールする鳥  
三楽章は人間の苦しみとそこから飛び立つ勇気と根性。  
 
5. Please tell me your images of each movement. 

A. 1st mov. A bird that flies fast like a swallow.  
2nd mov. A bird singing in a dark tropical jungle as if to substantiate its existence. 
3rd mov. Courage and gusto to fly away from pain in the human nature. 
 
 
 
（６、現在のクラシック サクソフォンがあるのは須川先生の尽力あってのことと思い
ます。これからの更なる繁栄、進歩の為にクラシック でのサクソフォンに要求される
もの、また、須川先生ご自身がこれから目指して行きたいものを教えてください。） 
 
6の答え  
クラシックサックスは少しづつ世間の認知が進んでいると思います。  
さらに必要なのは多くの聴衆にやはりさらに認知を考えないといけません。  
サックスが活躍できるクラシックの世界には吹奏楽のフィールドがないと難しいのが現
状ですよね。 その吹奏楽のさらなる芸術化と一般聴衆への認知をサックスの世界同様
に繰り広げる必要を感じます。  
いってみればたくさんのサックス奏者が生き残るには吹奏楽できちんと仕事をして、サ
ックス奏者としてさらに認知されれば、いろんな曲が演奏できるということです。  
アカデミックにクラシックサックスは素晴らしいと自分たちの世界だけで言いあうので
はなく、多くの人に知られてから、いろんな自由な演奏が可能になる。  
最初は楽しいわかりやすい曲メインでがんばり（もちろんその中に新しい曲も差し込み
ますが） 認知度があがれば、コンセプトのしっかりした現代も表現できる。  
というスタンスでさらにがんばっていきたいと思ってます。  
答えはこんな感じでいいでしょうか？  
論文がんばってね。  
須川  
 

(Q.6 What is the important thing for classical saxophone to progress more, and what is 
your goal for the next step?) 

A. I think the classical saxophone has been recognized more. The important thing is 
more recognition by regular audiences. For the saxophone, it is difficult for the 
saxophone to be a success in classical music without a wind symphony.   I feel it is 
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necessary to make wind symphony more artistic and be recognized by people, as it is 
needed for the saxophone. 
In other words, for many saxophonists to survive, you need to perform well in a band. 
When the saxophone is known to people more, you can perform various music. 
Do say how classical saxophone is great within the academic venue; it becomes 
possible to perform more when more people appreciate the saxophone.  
First, program pieces which are easy to listen to (of course, include some new pieces as 
well). I will try to make the instrument known to more people, and then I can perform 
contemporary pieces.  

Are these answers ok? 
Do your best on your dissertation. 

Sugawa 
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